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a When Ghost Walks”
Universalist Y.P.C.U. Told
Of Interesting Events In
City’s Early History
F: nk A. Winslow, editor-in-chief
of Tlie Courier-Gazette, was the
epeaker of the evening at the Senior
yp.C.U. meeting Sunday evening.
Tlie subject of his lecture was
•\V cn tlie Ghost Walks” given in
).is own inimitable way.
Hp gave an accurate account of
Rockland as he had known it durjii:. his boyhood and then told his
a.i icnce tlie high points in the
hLtory cf Rockland, both tragic
and humorous.
This is the third time Mr. Wins
low has addressed this group and
this address was fully as well re
ceived as the o»her two. The whole

Entered as
By The

group expressed the desire to hear
from Mr. Winslow again before va
cation time. His talks are always
interesting and much appreciated.
Hazle Bohn, devotional chairman
appointed Lois Lindsey devotional
leader for evening, James Jordan
and Ruth McMahon assisting. John
Storer, a new member was placed
on the program committee headed
by Ruth Seabury. Ruth Wotton,
Robert Paul and John Flint were
guestsM. R. S.
Paik Theatre features th's week:
Today and Wednesday, ‘Romance
of the Rio Grande,” with the Cisco
Kid; Thursday only, “Typhoon,”
with Dorothy Lamour and R. Pres
ton; Friday and Saturday, "The
Wyoming Wildcat,” with Don "Red'
Barry, also the beginning of a new
serial. “Mysterious Doctor Satan.”
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was established in 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
SENSIBLE VI^W, MR. WILLKIE

Attempts to elicit an early statement from Wendell L.
Willkie as to his political plans—either in connection with
the governorship of New York, or a renomination for the
Presidency in 1944 evoked his very sensible reply that the
“talk of party politics and candidacies is completely out of
place in either party.” Aside from necessary devotion to his
personal affairs the Republican nominee of 1940 is interested,
he says,* in the elimination of isolationist sentiment in the
United States, and in the building of an adequate national
defense system and its competent administration and sanity
in our national fiscal policies—all to the end that America may
help save liberty for herself and the world. “The sooner par
tisan politics is adjourned and talk of candidacies and petty
ambitions discontinued the better off everyone will be,” he
says. A sentiment which should be shared by every good ctiizen in this time of stress and possible peril. We would like,
better than anything else in the world, to see Wendell
Willkie governor of New York State and later President of the
United States, but we cannot fail to see the force of his present
stand—renunciation of possible political hopes, in the interest
of his country’s welfare. That's the kind of patriotism which
counts.
BETTER EQUIPPED IN THE AIR

The rapidity and persistency with which German bombers
and U-boats are sending British shipping to the bottom is
very disheartening to the friends of democracy, and naturally
creates no little apprehension as to the eventual result, so
that Lord Beaverbrook's statement as to British airplane pro
duction, which came over the radio Sunday, has a
decidedly more cheerful effect. It is quite evident that
Great Britain is in far better position to withstand
an invasion than it would have been a few months ago. Added
to this optimistic view comes the Associated Press statement
from Washington that this country within 18 months will be
able to supply our English cousins with 20,000 American made
fighting planes. The establishment of an aerial route to Eng
land, over which pursuit ships as well as bombers could be
flown by easy stages is being studied. If it's going to be an
air war let’s make it a real one and not allow Germany to be
the only country which can send the bombers over in “waves.’’

432 MAIN STREET,

William S. Knudson, head of production management in
the National Defense movement, tells the press he is sick of
the term “bottleneck," which is being made to apply to every
thing from beano to battleships. And so is the average reader
and the average radio listener. And Knudson might add sev
eral other phrases to the discard.

THE FOOD SHIPMENTS
(Herald Tribune)

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

ROCKLAND, ME.

SCHOOLS OE ELECTRIC
COOKERY
MASONIC TEMPLE, ROCKLAND

The recent, if still somewhat obscure, official negotiations
over the food blockade have eventuated in the promise of two
shiploads of wheat flour for immediate dispatch, as an Ameri
can gift under Red Cross supervision, to unoccupied France.
They are to be sent only under rigid undertakings by the
Vichy government, of which the most important (and the most
difficult to enforce) is that “not a single pound of similar or
equivalent foodstuffs will be permitted to pass from unoccu
pied France to occupied France." They are also to be sent to
the accompaniment of some rather clear hints that further
cargoes may be regularly forthcoming, but only if the condi
tions concerning these are scrupulously observed, and only if
Vichy sees its way to some concrete contribution in return—
the definite removal of its naval vessels, for example, far be
yond reach of the Germans. This is at least bringing the food
question down from the realm of vague and uncontrolled pri
vate emotionalism to a basis of practical international policy.
The fact must be clearly recognized that no relaxation of
the British blockade can fail to help the Nazis in some degree
or another. Even if the Germans never see a scrap of the
flour now to be sent, its arrival will still ease their problems
and so prolong the war, directly or indirectly. It has been cal
culated that 50,000 tons of wheat Is the equivalent in food
values to enough potatoes to release, when turned into fuel,
the gasoline necessary to carry 500 airplanes over London every
night for two months. If Herr Hitler has created a world in
which a slice of bread for a Frenchman one day means another
dead English child the next night, one cannot help it. This is
simply one of the facts of the problem, and no less a fact be
cause it is a hideous one.
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Has $50,000,000 Worth Of Work In Store

Good Season For Thomaston
By The Roving Reporter
The opening games of the Knox
Lincoln Baseball League will be
played Tuesday, May 6, the season
lasting exactly one month. The
Courier-Gazette is indebted to Garould L. Cole of Thomaston, presi
dent of the league, and acting sec
retary for the following official
schedule:
Tuesday, May 6—Vinalhaven at
Thomaston; St. George at Camden;
Rockland at Lincoln.
Friday, May 9 — Thomaston at
Rockland; Lincoln at Camden; St.
George at Vinalhaven.
Tuesday, May 13 — Lincoln at
Thomaston; Camden at Vinal
haven; Rockland at St. George.
Friday. May 16—Thomaston at
St. George; Vinalhaven at Lincoln;
Rockland at Camden.
Tuesday, May 20—Thomaston at
Camden; St. George at Lincoln;
Vinalhaven at Rockland.
Friday, May 23—Thomaston at
Vinalhaven;
Camden
at
St.
George; Lincoln at Rockland.
Tuesday, May 27—Rockland at
Thomaston; Camden at Lincoln;
Vinalhaven at St. George.
Thursday, May 29—Thomaston at
Lincoln; Vinalhaven at Camden;
St. George at Rockland.
Tuesday, June 3—St. George at
Thomaston; Camden at Rockland;
Lincoln at Vinalhaven.
Friday, June 6—Camden at
Thomaston; Lincoln at St. George;
Rockland at Vinalhaven.
• * • •
Regarding prospects of Thom
aston High School, Mr. Cole in his
capacity as coach says:
“Thomaston has the following
list of seasoned players: Dana
Sawyer, catcher; Howard Miller,
first base; Arthur Henry, second
base; Enos Verge, shortstop; Rich
ard Staples, third base; Glen Simp

son. pitcher and second base;
Charles Grover, outfielder; Lewis
Johnson, pitcher; Russell Kelley,
outfielder and infielder; Lawrence
Chapman, outfielder; Walter Chap
man, catcher and outfielder; Elmer
Biggers, third base; Thomas Rob
inson, pitcher.
“There are several players who
showed a lot of promise in games
and practice last fall. It is expec
ted that the veterans will be pushed
to hold down their positions. Al
though I decline to make any pre
dictions, Thomaston should have
a good season. The hitting strength
of the squad showed definite im
provement in games last Fall,
and now that the boys have be
come accustomed to the methods
of their new coach, who took over
last Spring, they are ready and
anxious to go.
“The battery men will begin
working out very soon with the
veteran catcher, Dana Sawyer, and
his understudy Walter Chapman,
handling the pitchers. Glen Simp
son, a Senior with a blazing fast
ball, Lewis Johnson, a lefthander
with a lot of possibilities and “stuff”
and Thomas Robinson, a Freshman
who needs experience and polish,
make a nucleus of a strong pitch
ing staff. Enos Verge, the regular
shortstop may be called on to take
his turn on the mound, since Rus
sell Kelley can very ably fill in any
where in the infield. Verge has
poise and polish and plenty of
stuff to do a good pitching chore.
“Thomaston plans to play at
least two games before the league
season starts in order to give Coach
Cole an opportunity to see what
his club can do in regular games.
This will also give, the new play
ers a chance to show what they
I can do."

For Cancer Control

movement is headed up by Mrs.
Horatio C. Cowan and associated
with her as district chairmen are
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice of Rockland,
Mrs. Ora Brown of Camden, Mrs.
Philip Simmons of Warren. Mrs
A. C. Hocking of Tenant’s Harbor
and Mrs. Ora Swears of Vinalha
ven. This organization is forming
its local groups of captains and
workers, and will take the field in a
community canvas for funds for
cancer control starting April 1.
A mass meeting of workers and
all persons interested in cancer
control will be held tomorrow
night at the tower room, Commun
ity Building, starting at 7.30. The
State Commander, Mrs. Harold
Cooper of Auburn, will be guest
speaker and will present a film of
talking pictures on “We Choose To
Live" and addresses will be given
by Dr. C. H. Jameson, Dr. Wesley
Wasgatt and Dr. Gilmore W. Soule.
A cordial invitation goes to all in
terested to be on hand.
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice, major for
the Rockland district has an
nounced these ward captains for
the coming drive: Ward 1, Mrs.
Danford Adams; Ward 2, Mrs.
Willis Anderson; Ward 3(a) Mrs.
Roy E. Estes; Ward 3 (b), Mrs.
George B. Davis; Wand 4, Mrs.
Isidor Gordon; Ward 5, Mrs. San
ford Delano; Ward 6, Mrs. George
H. Jackson; Ward 7, Mrs. Christo
pher S. Roberts. Team workers
will be announced in an early issue.

Public Urged To Attend
Tomorrow Night’s Meeting
In Tower Room—State
Commander Here
Forces fighting humanity's battle
for the control of cancer are op
erating on a nationwide basis under

the name of the Woman's Field
Army. Maine is in the forefront of
the fight due to the prominence of
the directing head of the effort, Dr.
Clarence C. Little, who conducts
his experiments in the Roscoe B.
Jackson Memorial Laboratory at
Bar Harbor.
Knox County’s part in this great

BACK ON THE JOB

srience.
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Lincoln League—Coach Cole Sees

an’s Field Army.

Lincoln and Knox Counties are to share in the shipbuild
ing boom and they deserve to share in it. They’re boatminded.

ly singlc-carbu-
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Miss Violet Hayes, new director
of the Home Service Department,
who is conducting the series.

Knox County Boys In Portland
Need Recreation Room Furniture

In The Splendid New Hall
Final Cooking School in the March Series
THURSDAY, MARCH 27—7.30 P. M.

Chairs, Tables, Radios, Lamps, Games, Victrolas

I wish my friends and patrons
to know that I am now back on
the job, full time, prepared to
give the usual prompt and guar
anteed service on Watch and
Jewelry Repairs.

CARLE MORSE
JEWELER

344 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
36*lt

>r the Business
Coupe

|crr<y nt F/int, AUch.
all tires, state tax,
\'iu/vnent and etccesIxtra. Prices subject to
litbout notice.

Demonstrations by Miss Violet Hayes
ALL FOOD GIVEN AWAY

AMDEN, ME.

I(M

Tlie final public cooking school
in the March series being conduc
ted at Temple Hall under direction
of Miss Violet Hayes, will be held
at 7.30 Thursday night. All modes
of electric cookery will be demon
strated and all food will be given
away. Tlie grand door prize for
the series will be given away
Thursday nigiht. - The public is
warmly welcome.
Knox Lodge and Minam Rebekah
Lodge will bold a get-together
Thursday night at 8 o’clock, and
there will be entertainment, music
and refreshments. Each member
may invite one guest. Knox Lodge
is at present preparing for the Dis
trict meeting, to be held in Camden
in April for memorial services.
I

or Capt. K. A. Rice, Chairman, or The Courier-Gazette office.

RUBINSTEIN

GRAND DOOR PRIZE WILL BE GIVEN AWAY

Only give name and address.

We collect ar

THURSDAY NIGHT (END OF SERIES)

CONCERT

AT THE CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH

ticles Saturday, March S9.

FRIDAY, MARCH 28—8.00 P. M.

PUBLIC WARMLY WELCOME
Auspices Central Maine Power Co.

•KINS

Get in touch at once with a member of Red Cross committee,

Do not delay!

THE LURE OF A SPRING DAY
And Away We Go To See a Shipyard Which

the Rockland District in the Wom

(Press Herald)
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FEATURING

KNOX COUNTY RED CROSS, Phone 1340

LUCILLE LAVIN, Coloratura Soprano
35-36
ADMISSION 55c (Ux included) STUDENTS 20c

Johnson is adding another to his
famous and widely spread chain of
stores. It will open, announcement
said. Sunday, April 13. I don’t know
how many that will make in Maine
—six or eight anyhow.
And I noted something rather un
usual for these days, a bicycle rider
who was not standing up in the
stirrups and humping along. I want
ed to hail him and express my com
When Bob Webster and I fared
mendation.
forth Sunday morning in his faith
In “Dan” Boone’s Domain
ful Pontiac it was with two princi
One enterprising beverage mer
pal objectives. One was to view the
chant was displaying Jugs of cider
new South Portland shipyard, where which looked attractive enough in
$50,000,000 worth of shipping will be the bright sunshine—if you like
built; the other was to imbibe the cider which contains preservative.
glorious atmosphere and bask in the The apple juice was being vended in
warm sunshine which marked the the shade of a large sign, which
third day of Spring, sending mo read "Poland Water." Take your
torists onto the dry highways in choice.
every nook and comer of the State.
Along the way we saw eggs offered
We were not permitted to enter at varying prices—mostly from 23
the shipyard, nor even to take pic to 27 cents.
tures of it, and I am not sure that
Lewiston and Auburn, it appears,
I craved such privileges after see have three Townsend Clubs. Tha
ing the muddy and disheveled con movement has not joined the nondition which the yard is in at the existents.
present time. But from a high ele
The comparatively new road be
vation a few rods away we had a tween Auburn and Gray is what is
fine view of the tremendous opera commonly known as a "peach”—
tions which are under way there, certainly the best I have seen in
against the time when the sound of Maine.
hammers will be ringing on vessel
Our immediate mecca in Portland,
construction.
■ for it had come the noon hour, was
Boone’s Restaurant at 6 Custom
Lakes Still Icclocked
House
wharf. It has a banquet hall
The lakes which border on high
and private dining room and spe
way No. 17 are still in Winter’s em
brace, their surface doubly unre cializes in sea foods, but the pri
lenting because of the recent snow mary object of our visit there was to
fall which gave their frozen sur see the popular proprietor, whom we
faces the appearance of so many remembered as “Dan” Boone when
fields, covered with dazzling White he lived in Rockland, and was one
On Uhickawaukie Lake was a soli of the live members of the Lions
tary “smelt house,” the proprietor Club.
of which had evidently been coax Portland Streets
ing pickerel from the frigid waters.
It was a genuine Lions greet
When one thinks of fishing in this ing which he accorded us, and after
Indian-named lake he thinks of it the meal was over he escorted us to
in terms of pickerel because that is the upper rooms, one of which serves
the piscatorial breed most common as the meeting place for Henry F.
to
its waters.
It would
be interest- Merrill's famous 13 Class, whose
— —
---------- —
------------ing to know how many hundreds gllIlcjay sessions are broadcast to the
_______
—— a — J fish Knott Dorrt'
.
.
of x,these
elongated
Perry delight of thousands
of listeners
caught in that pond during his throughout the State. Within a few
many years invasion of it. Win years Mr. Merrill has been one of
ter and Summer. The ice boats were the speakers before the Baptist
tied up near the southern shore, not Men's League. His office with the
likely to skim the surface again Randall, McAllister Coal Company
until another Winter has come Is within a biscuit’s toss of Boone s
upon us.
Restaurant.
The radio was in full tune, and as
Portland on Sunday despite the
we sped along toward Lewiston on blue sky and bright sun, was any
the first leg of our journey we list thing but attractive underfoot be
ened with keen satisfaction to that cause of the snow, slush and mud.
Radio City program which includes Many sidewalks had not been shov
the Peerless Trio and Cloister Bells. eled. and hundreds of the citizens
And of course wc tuned in on the were out belatedly removing the
early morning news, anxious to learn snow and ice. Gravel walks wero
the latest trend of affairs In Yugo just so many seas of mud, and it
slavia, and the conflicting versions will take many a day of warm sun
of British and German air raids. shine or a spell of Atlantic fog to
Wish we could get the real truth Jf put the Forest City back on a nor
matters, but blame the censors, and mal basis.
the high commands—not the news
Strangers Not Wanted
papers.
Passing through South Portland,
Brooks Beginning To Open
on our way to the new shipyard, I
Snow fences arc still on the job, wanted to point out to Bob the “Cape
and
bew-just about as safe QHUIC
—it
-w would
„--------WilCIC XI had uvvu
Shore ruivuvi
Anchor" where
been —a
to fold them up now, as it would
speaker before the South
be to remove the double windows Portland---— ...
.
—
Lions Club,
but fancy
my
Freak months March and April. But surprise to find it in ruins, burned
the highways for the most part have only a few weeks ago, a bystander
survived the long Winter in com told me. My "burning oratory" was
mendable manner and we rode all certainly not responsible.
day long on dry surfaces with drifts
Parked in the immediate vicinity
along the sides piled at varying of the new shipyard and Fort Preble
heights. It was a melting day and
(Continued on Page Eight)
the water was running right merrily
in the ditches. Some of the brooks
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
were open, or partially so, and I
If I had my life to live into I
could see out of one corner of my would have made a rule to read some
and listen to some muelc at
eye that Bob was contemplating poetry
least once a week The lose of ttaasa
tastes
is
them with the eye of a professional Darwin a lose of happiness —Charles
trout fisherman. All the trout he
A SONG
has caught since the day the pro- There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear;
tographer made that picture of him
There Is ever a somethin* sings
which appeared in Saturday’s issue There'salway:
the song of the lark when the
skies are clear,
could be counted on his two hands—
And the song of the thrust when
but maybe this is a libelous state
the skies are gray.
The sunshine showers across the grain.
ment.
And the bluebird trills in the or
chard tree;
I seldom pass through the town
And in and out, when the eaves drip
of Windsor without noting that long
rain.
swallows are twittering cease
stretch of farm buildings on the The lessly.
right hand side going to Togus. I There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear,
believe there are five structures
Be the skies above or dark or fair.
arow, and I don’t think I have ever There Is ever a song that our hearts
hear—
seen a longer continuous stretch in There may
Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear
—
this State.
There Is ever a song somewhere!
They Walk On The Left

There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear.
In the midnight black, or the mid
day blue:
The robin pipes when the sun Is here.
And the cricket chirrups the whole
night through.
The buds may blow, and the fruit
may grow.
_
And the autumn leaves drop crisp and
sc fir *
But whether the sun, or the rain or
the snow.
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear.
There Is ever a song somewhere, my
dear.
Be the skies above or dark or fair.
Lewiston called "The Rock of Ages.” There Is ever a song that our hearts
may hear—
and I noted wth Interest, on the There le ever a song somewhere!
—James Whitcomb Riley
outskirts of Auburn that Howard

Riding through Chelsea, Togus
and Windsor we saw only one
couple walking on the wrong side
of the highway and not again until
one stopped near Fort Preble did wc
see many walking that way. And
then, of all things it was a group of
soldiers—supposed to know highway
common sense.
There’s a monumental shop in

1$
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Heaviness in the heart of man
maketh it stoop: but a good word
maketh it glad.—Prov. 12: 25.

And What a Memory This
Man Iree Remember Has!
—Recalls Good Old Days

The Community

AUNT AND NICE, 6 APIECE

Bowling
-te

League

I want to start this sketch off by
By
publicly thanking the Editor of The
RUTH WARD
Book Review
Courier-Gazette fcr his patience
(By K. S. F.)
and foibearance in the matter of
American League Standing:
“The End of the Road,” author keeping the real identity of Iree
W.
L.
Carrie Jacobs Bond. Publishers. Member concealed so long. He did Post Office.... 65
25
George Palmer Putnam, Inc., Holly it at my request and I thank him Texaco ........ 65
33
Ai
for it. I have several sketches in Wonders ...... 64
wood, California.
41
preparation in which I have pur
Berry’s ........ 40
43
Carrie Jacobs Bond came into the
posely tangled identities, just for
Snow's ........ 53
63
hearts and minds of persons gen
the fun of doing it, but hereby re
Mid-Town .... 42
58
erally through her lovely song “The
lease ye editor from his premise55
End of a Perfect Day.” She is oh? lie can unmask the villain any time McIntosh ..... 25
66
with the divine
art of music in her he chooses to do so, but, I shall con Elks ............. 29
I
•
• • • •
soul, and has written many poems of tinue to be Iree Member just the
.S
-Ls...
sweetness and comfort—a true lover same- if I send ia anyth.ng that
National League standing:
of nature in all its variations. Her
W.
L.
Joyce Jackson, who is pictured on the left, is the six-year-old daugh
meets with his approval as being
lyrics and stories in verse touch the worth print Jig. To save myself the Rice ........... 77
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Robie Jackson, 24 Spruce street. She is also the aunt
23
heart, capturing in tier seeing mind work of changing any sketches I Kiwanis ...... 67
if the little Miss on the right, who is Jeannine Grover, six-year-old daugh
23
ter of Mrs. Alice Thibeault. Both children reside at the Jackson home
the spirit of life and its purposes. have already partly, or nearly fin Coca Cola .... 66
33
and are often taken for twins. They attend the sub-primary class.
She has written one Other book. ished. I will send them along just Old Timers .... 67
43
"Roads of Melody," and many as they are.
Gulf .......
57
43
short stories, besides her songs, that
55
Packed With Action
During a long and very active life Armour ........ 55
will live. Her work is all of a gen I have been compelled to do all Water Co....... 50
63
tle level that reaches the heart as kinds of work in order to earn a Swift ............ 31
69
Champion and Worthy
did the rare old songs of Stephen biscuit and part of the time I have Feyler's ........ 30
80
Rival To Appear In
Foster
99
1 been glad to have pork fat and mo- Van Baalen .. . 29
An interesting fact about this lasses take the place of butter. At
Friday Night's Show
book is that its author knew noth other times I have feasted on hotel
Match results:
I Another action-packed boxing
ing about it until Jainie Palmer fare and the only difference be
Past Office (5)—T. Perry 292, Mc- card Ls scheduled for Friday night’s
brought the manuscript to her under tween me and the man who said,
the title of "The End of the Hoad." "I have been rich twice and poor Phee 266, Chatto 304. D. Perry 332. show at the Park Street Arena, the
main event bringing together'
He had looked over thu heap of three times" is that I have never Rackliff 309; total 1503.
Harding's Wonders (0)—Clarke Lefty LaChance of Lisbon Falls, ’
treasures, and thought the joy it been rich. Draw your own con
255, Bowley 292, Harding 286. Carr champion of his class, and Henry
could bring to her many friends to clusions.
316. Hobbs 305; total 1454.
LeGasse of Bangor, a worthy rival.
have within the covers of one book
I attempt to write these memory
Mid-Town (3)—L. Daniels 228,
Tlie semi-final will produce
a collection of Mrs. Bond’s choicest sketches with nothing but an old
Allen
244,
S.
Daniels
268,
G.
Sleeper
Don
Delaney of Bangor, a boy wlio
treasures of thought, a line addition fashioned common school* education
293,
Soule
272;
total
1305.
(Won
1
will
be
seen in main bouts in the !
to one's bedside reading table.
to back me up. My religion is to do total on roll-off).
near future, in action with veteran 1 “There’s something
K. S F.
the best job I can with the tools I
Elks (2)—Gross 237, Flanagan 250, Lee Anderson of Portland. The top |
have to work with, regardless of the Marshall 252, Williams 281, Roes 285; prelim brings together Frankie j
fact that I know full well that I total 1305.
In Case Of Fire
Bannon of Portland and Joe Walk
about a Uniform”...
can’t do as good a job as the fellow
Texaco (5)—L. Cook 275, Anas er of Belfast. Bannon Is a new
who has better tools, good training tasia 279, E. Cook 303, McLoon 301,
man here and has shown at the Ex
Chief Van Russell Cites
and brains to back him.
Mitchell 286; total 1444.
position
hall several times. Fans
the Things Which Should
Thanks to Charlie Gregory for
And our sport eoats for
Snow's (0)—-Crockett 266. Suke will remember the gumeness of
telling us that there was no band
First Be Done
forth 280, Cole 263, Gatcoinbe 258. Walker last week.
when the first electric car rolled in
young men who are not in
In tlie second preliminary, Slash
Several large loss fires in various to Rockland I knew Charlie when McKinney 275; total 1342.
* ♦ * *
er Porter, Rockland's “one man the service must be as styl
parts of the country has empha he was a very small boy. I also
Feyler
’
s
(3)
—
Hallowell
261,
Greg

revolution"
will meet another new
sized the necess-ity for educating knew his Dad, Charlie, and his
ory
247,
Hennigar
244,
Moran
252,
face
to
local
fans, Young Richards
ish as the service coats
the public what to do when fire brothers, Fred, Maurice, "Hite,” and
of
Lisbon
Falls.
There will be one
Gatcombe
274;
total
1278.
occurs, according to Fire Chief Van his sister, Bessie. Also knew others
that are.
Armour (2)—Thomas 240, Mills other good bout to round out the
Russell.
in the Glen Cove area. “Touser"
evening's
entertainment.
205,
Jameson
260,
Jackson
254,
Ry

"Delays in turning in fire alarms Hall, Rollie Cook, Len Sylvester,
Try on a few of these
for any cuase may result in the Frank Whitcomb, ‘‘Dud’’ Jameson, der 300; total 1400.
Rice (4)—Goss 281, Hodgkins 2/2,
loss of life and certainly will in Will Whitney and Fred Spurling
TALK
OF
THE
TOWN
sports coats and you’ll see
crease the fire damage," he de among them. Knew some of the Gardner 292, Walker 270, Cargill 304;
Emerson
Sadler
is
home
from
total
1419.
clared. "Yet these delays occur girls, too. Belle Upham, Lizzie
what we mean.
Old Timers (1)—R. Richardson Portland Lightship on a leave of
largely because people become Blackington,
Maggie
Gregory,
panic stricken when faced with an Maggie Ocok and 'Lina Cook. 274. Benner 297, F. Richardson 295, absence.
Note the angle of the
emergency. The only way to over Iree Member also, two maiden Miller 294, Lawry 249; total 1409.
• ♦ * ♦
Mrs. Roy E. Estes will be chair
come this is to teach them to react ladies, the Bucklin sisters, who
shoulders which gives a
man
of the public supper to be
Coca
Cola
(5)
—
Gregory
262,
Tay

automatically in tlie face of dan lived on the road that leads to
new tilt to the chin.
ger. This can be done by instruc Rockville, that is, they really lived lor 274, Mitchell 258. Glidden 279, served Saturday from 5 to 7, in
St.
Peter
’
s
Undercroft.
Grover
276;
total
1349
tion in the home, in the public a short distance off that road, on
Swift (0)—Gardner 235, Small 235,
Your Uncle Sam is supply
schools, and wherever people a right hand road that led to the
Frank H. Ingraham, patient at
Lufkin
244. Leeman 252, Flanagan
gather to discuss problems cf this old Kimball farm. Others I knew
ing some good looking out
Knox Hospital, sat up 15 minutes
include Capt., Wilson Merrill, Ed. 266; total 1232.
kind.”
Gulf
(4)
—
Payson
280.
Murphy
256,
Saturday,
and
his
condition
is
off

Chief Russell lists three things Gregory, Riley Hall, George Jame
fits. For sports coats to
to be done at once when fire is dis son, Charles Studley, Elmira Jame Seavey 248, Black 262, Danielson ering much encouragement.
vie with them . . . you can
covered: Get everyone in the son and Jud Wooster. These are
Charles
Fa
rweather.
who
con

chestra
many
times.
I
believe
he
building to safety: call the fire de names which come readily to mind.
depend on your Uncle Dud
Charlie Gregory grew up to pes played in the R. M. B. on several ducts a bakery on Pleasant street,
partment; fight the fire if there
ley!
ter the Grange members with all occasions. He also played in vaude is moving from Damariscotta into
is equipment to do so safely.
ville
some
years
ago
and
did
some
the
Edna
Payson
tenement
on
sorts
of
questions
and
arguments.
"The conditions under which
fire occurs will, of course, have a No dull moments when he was broadcasting. We played for the Grace street.
bearing on tlie actions of people there! Iree has been there and en installation at Tenants Harbor and
SPORTS COATS
made the trip with a horse and gro
J. E. Stevens left this morning
involved. If there are several peo joyed tlie fun. Would like to re
cery wagon. It was 32 degrees be for Montreal, where in his capacity
ple in a building who understand live thare times.
I also want to thank E. M. (Put) low zero when we drove into Rock as Grand High Priest, he will at
what must be done, each of these
$7.95 to $15.00
land the next forenoon. What a tend the annual convocation of
steps might be taken simultane Young for tne Camden band photo
night. Iree was laid up with rheu the Grand Chapter, Royal Arch
ously," he explained. "If an in and the names he sent in as re
matism
for the next two weeks. Masons of Quebec.
dividual faces the emergency alone quested by Iree some time ago. I
1
Good
old
days just the same!
he. or she, need only sound the knew many of the members whose
“
PUf
’
Young
has, I have no doubt,
Dr. Raborn Zerby of Bates Col
alarm and then fight the fire, if faces appear in th’e photo.
played
as
many
“outside" jobs as lege will give his ideas on ‘Tlie
George
Conant
was
a
great
man
it is possible to do so safely.
TEL. 294
and a splendid bass player. Harry any of the Camden band members Practical Observance of Lent” Wed
"Everyone, no matter whether Perkins was a fine baritone player have. He is a mighty good player
nesday, April 2, at 8 o’clock in the 416 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
he is a city dweller or a country and band director. Eddie Wells was and dependable as a man can be. Congregational Church, under the
resident, should know how to call
a very dependable player and was Everyone likes him. He is always auspices of Pilgrim Homemakers.
the fire department, either by an with the R. M. B. on many jobs, pleasant, always plays his part and
alarm box or by telephone. After Herbert Richards was a fine cornet is always in demand when a good
263; total 1309..
that is done, fire extinguishers can player,
Thorndike Ogier
and trombone player is wanted.
Van Baalen (1)—Epstein 254.
be used on the fire and in many Eldredge were a great drum team,
7 know that a lot of readers will Murgita 233. S. Goldberg 231, M.
cases this equipment will put uot too. Steve Thomas, comet, was, I join me in thanking Charles Berry
Goldberg 229, Frantz 273; total
the flames, er keep them under think, leading the band on the Cobb of Rockport for sending in the
1250.
control until the firemen arrive." Club trip to Bangor. George Man names
of the members
of
Water Co. (5)—A. Winslow 236, C.
Band.
Iree,
after Winslow 301. Bartlett 256, Lermond
50 genuine engraved announce
ning was a dependable comet play- Veazie’s
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette er as wasCooper andElms on
ments with envelopes to match
first studying the photo printed in The 274. Simmons 258; total 1325
andsecond comet. Tuttle, piccolo
Courier-Gazette, recognizes five of
Kiwanis (0)—Scarlott 250, Flan
and Dr. Hooper, flute, added much the members. I knew “Doc” Eaton, agan 264. Daniels 237. Barnard 286.
tone color to the ensemble. Allie Clint Richards, Charles Vcazi< Brackett 258; total 1295.
Wo hare the largest and Boost
• • • »
Dunton, Frank Alexander and Mil- Hosea Barlow and Fred Meservey—
•election
el genuine engraved
(ton Hoffses were a clarinet section none other than our Col. Fred. I
Matches scheduled for this week
wedding tnvltattoos and onany band would be glad to have and think he played E flat cornet at are: Tonight. Elks vs. Post Office,
Apparto Thorndike, Wilson and the time the photo was taken. How and Perry's Markets vs. Harding's
tavo from 2$ to 50% BECAUSE
Bickford d:d a fine, well balanced about it Mr. Berry?
Wonders. Wednesday night: Mc
OUR PRICE INCLUDES THE COST
If ye editor, and old Father Time, Intosh Ice vs. Snow's Shipyard, and
job in the alto section—a very im
OF THE PLATE. EguaUy lew
portant section in any band. Man drat lm. allow me to continue in Texaco vs. Mid-Town. Thursday
ning, Fish, Thomas and Herrick the sketch writing business long night: /Swift vs. Rice; Old Timers
tton cards, informal* and vteMng
were all good men in the cornet enough, I shall send in a series of vs. Coca Cola; and Feyler's vs. Van
cards.
section and Conant, Murphy and "Band Talks." "Band Sketches," Baalen. Friday night: Water Co.
See our complete display before
World’s Most Powerful Portable I
Blackington formed a trio of basses "Men and People." “Incidents," vs. Armour: and Gulf vs. Kiwanis.
ordering.
RHIICO S42T. 7 tubes. Plays
on battery or AChard to beat. Young and Pollard, “Stories,” etc., in the months to
Postage Extra
DC current. Builttrombones, were in the front rank come.
Finland's rationing provides for
In Aerial. Ct •»plete
Right now, however. I rise to re about two square meals of meat a
in more ways than one. The Cam
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
den band was a band any town mark that it seems to me it is about month.
THE RADIO SHOP wculd be proud to have bearing its time to have data, photo, names of
the members and the instruments
TEL. 841,
517 MAIN ST. name.
I believe the following were lead they play etc., of the present Rock
DON.ADD CLARK
ers during its life: Harry Perkins, land city band. I believe Aaron
FRANK WINCHENBATCH
Mark Crockett, Frank Alexander, Clark of Thomaston can do the job
Service AH Make*
Steve Thomas and Clarence Fish. in jig time.
Can any reader tell us how tall
Mr. Fish played in Farnham’s orWill Moody was? I was told he
was 7 feet 6 inches tall. I was
tempted several times to sneak up
A beautiful Home, 13 Claremont Street known
cn him witli a tape measure and
XX7ITH a
loan of
get his height first hand but never
as the Wight property. Will sell at a very attractive
’ $25 to $250 or more you'll
did. Until we are told his exact ■
have the cash to buy what you
want, where you want, and atill
height I shall believe what was told
figure. Small amount down. Easy Monthly payments.
have the convenience of deferred
me—in spite of the (Oh, Iree!) ye
payments. Figure out how much
Ed. spanked me with! How any
you'll need—then write us today.
man can put so much expression in
Room 210, Kresge Bldg. 241 Water St
Tel. 1155, Au gusta. Me.
two little words is by me. Laugh?
1
Small Ixxin Statute
Yes, I am still at it! Guess Ed. is I
SPR|NG
License Ne. 1. Charges
a doubting Thomas! Doubt, humor, I
3% on unpaid monthly
Telephone 512-M or 430
balances up to SI50; 2'j%
pathos, indulgence, and more, ex- I
monthly on balances above.
pressed in two little words! Long
35-36
may “our Ed." wave the blue pencil.

WKDDI.'NG
Invitations

FOR SALE

AmmoT

Iowa has a law requiring that
all trucks must be able to negotiate
a 3 percent grade at 30 miles an
hour.

PPORTUMITY
\ A

in+he

CANT-ADS

March

M

invention at M ,
March 28 P
rer Control In Tower t.
March 29 —Warren
■•Cole Black und tlie
auspices Baptist Men

March 31 Th< ms
‘"Ipril 1—Drive for <

1 1 Ap'ril
2 Thoma ton
bv Friendly Club at IApril 2 Dr. Raborn 1
College at Congiegatloil
H P- m
April ri Good Frld
April 11 Caban t ...
High School
I
April 13 Easter Suinll
April 15 Eiu-ti i l
F
Building, uusplces
April 15
Ro, klan I
nieeta with Mr. und M|
Rockport
April
18 Rockland
Minstrel Show ut Hlr
tortum.
April 19 Lauuchliir
niont at Snow's Ship'.
June
12- Rockland
Commencement

Kl«.

TheWeal
Yesterday was a t'
day and many pen
heard scratching out I
Today s mild rainstt f
suggestive of April bj
thennooMU i
that kind of temper.i
King Winter totter.n
legs. Beware of dii t

Carleton E 'Moi ■ ■
time duty at hLs JewJ
lowing a protracted il

J iJ/

rrtf

I-

WEEK OF MARCH

24 - 29

STOKELVS— Fancy—Maine

CORN

BANTAM

2

CANS

23c

STOKELVS—Fancy

Many new at

PEAS and CARROTS

CAN

STOKELVS—Halves or Sliced

BROWN

RED

'/a LB PKG

3

PEACHES

SALADA TEA

General J W Han
rector of Selective •
tions all local board
advise regist raid . oi 11
ior Induction, to arra |
fairs so as to pit vent
ship if they aie re.id
induction station. 'I
also be advised to not <
ployers of this notice,
possibility that they
accepted at the indue
The emplover can tli|
pared to replace the
accepted, or to contid
ployment if he is rt |
istrants so rejected at
,..on station sht
|
contact their employ)
ately and advi < t-l.mj
Jection.

cans

2 5«

Drs. James ami Bn I
will not be in their ol
through Wednesday,
through March 26. Ba

STOKELVS

'/a LB PKG

12 OZ
CANS

ORANGE JUKE

Visit Lucien K. Gre|
second floor, 16 Seho<
Fellows Block, City, ft
Coats and Cloth Ce.it |
prices.

MESSINA-Light

TUNA FISH

CREAM CORN

STARCH

CAN

17c

CAN

17«

For flying instruction
Treat, 68 Grace St.,
adv.

LUCKY STRIKE—Large

SHRIMP

PKGS

BEEF STEW

STALEY’S

CUBE STARCH

DINTY
MOORES

17c

CAN

SHOW TLMH
Single Evening sh«i|
Mats.: Saturday 2.30;

I t I s UI I)

GENERAL KNOX

MACARONI Sp.S.ui 2

PKGS

WALDO THI
MAINE'S LITTI.E If 1
TEL. WALDOBOl

GIANT 1'/, LB CAN

“LAND OF LIBI

NATION-WIDE or SEALECT

MILK

HERSHEY 'S

TllltllS.-t KI.. MAld

CAN

Allied II.''

NATION-WIDE

’/a LB
PKG

I

“Gentleman's Genl

CHOCOLATE

'/a LB

Al I STAlJ
also

U lit Dlsie

TALL
CANS

Evaporated

M\n|

M G. M.'s His

1 LB
PKGS

With an

COCOA

j

nese vases, dolls, hail
l>er and embroiders,
week at tiie What-Not
adv.

COFFEE

BLUE BAG

19c

LB

the funniest coined
CAROLE LOMBAlJ

IfOBI It I MON l<|

in

“MR. AND MRS.

KELLOGG'S

WINDEX

LGE
PKG

ALL-BRAN

21c

with
Gene ILnmond. J.u

also

(TIME TO WASH WINDOWS)

NEWS. >1 . I i ll l»

SMALL
SIZE

THREE CROW

LARGE
SIZE

1 LB

EPSOM SALTS

PKG

DAVIDG. HODGn
OPTOMETKl

NATION-WIDE

TOILET PAPER

LUX FLAKES
SMALL
XL PKG
P

9t

C
er

SWLET

rolls

O3c
Wv

336 MAIN ST.. It OCR
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.
Evenings By App<»1

LARGE PKG

21c

CLOROX

FOR DELICIOUS FROSTINGS and DESSERTS

MARSHMALLOW FLUFF

PINT

OT

BOT

BOT

LUX Toilet Soap

£en|8<

3

BURPE0
BARS

W. H. SPEAR

j

talk of thi

Masons, local and
reminded ol the ban J
tertainnient at Ma
Wednesday night at J

GREGORYS

L

the land owned by Victoria Seifert;
cost $200. To build a road starting
at the main highway in an easterly
direction to the bend of the road by
the Crescent Beach Inn Pavilion,
$209 was raised.
The selectmen were authorized to
sell the property formerly owned by
Ashley Young, deceased, now owned
by the town, at a figure not less
than $3C0. It was voted to funn.sh
a suitable metal sign marker for
the square in Ash Point which was
remodelled last year, and to dedi
cate and name same for the late
Merle Foster.
Total appropriations were $14,235,
an increase of $955 over those of
last year.

article fcr the purchase of a port
able fire pump. The suggested
amount of $315 was raised to $375
Eino Anderson and John and voted as an appropriation.
Garnett Were Winners At Other amounts raised were for:
Schools and tuition. $4785; current
Owl’s Head Yesterday
expense, $15C0; public health nurs
Election interest at town meeting ing. $44; care cf poor, $1809.
Aid to dependent children, $1050;
yesterday majored in the offices cf
first and third selectman. Eino An lights. $395; officers' salaries. $800;
derson went into top position with maintenance third class roads, $161;
115 votes as against 49 received by State Aid road construction, $800:
his opponent, Albert MacPhail. loads and bridges. $700; snow scrap
Jchn Garnett was elected third se er, $209; snow fence, $50.
The present town road will be ex
lectman by 97. his rival, Law on
tended
frem tiie beach near the
Small having 56. J. Dana Knowl
ton as second selectman was un- I Pearson’s cottage to a point near
opposed, as were also Ellena Pre- : the Lane leading to the Hiram
detle for re-election as town clerk; Small property at a cost o-f $200.
H. S. Montgomery, tax collector Tiie sum of $309 was raised to con
and treasurer:
and Josephine tinue the read on the land of Dud
KnowlUn as school committee ley M. Holman from where it left
member. Albert E. MacPhail again off last Fall to Beach street, title
to sa.d loadway being conveyed by
served as moderator.
Opinions were aired freely, par deed by Mr. Holman to me town.
Construction will also be con
ticularly in the matter of adopting
oidinances "to promote the health, tinued from the main highway be
safety and welfare of the citizens." ginning at the west side of the
A committee was appointed to revise cemetery to Beach street to connect
the ord nance and in its final pas with the road on the land deeded
sage its purpose was dencted as a by Mr. Hohnan. this to cest $300.
measure to protect the townspeo- i Ballyliack road wil' be repaired for
pie from the erection of undesirable $3C9 and the road starting at Ocean
property. Serving on the commit avenue and running in a Southerly
tee were: Lincoln McRae, Ellery direction will have $75 spent on it
Nekton. George Sleeper, Vinal Perry. for repairs.
Road construction will include a
Winfield Maddocks. Otis Lewis and
road from the main highway at tlie
Mont Arey.
Van E. Russell of the Rockland south side of Harry Spaulding's
Fire Department was present to ol- property and on the north side of
[ fer his knowledge in relation to an Mrs. Elbert Rappleyes thence to

Had Two Contests

' Evefy-Other-Da,

FUNERAL HI
Ambulance Scl

NATION-WIDE

SERVICE

GROCERS

TELEPIION’l
390 or 781-1 or 1
110-112 LIMEROCK
ROCKLAND. 1

Every-Other-Day
nd ownpd by Victoria Seifert;
200. To build a road starting
main highway in an easterly
ion to the bend of the road by
lit cent Beach Inn Pavilion,
uas raised.
selectmen were authorized to
e* property formerly owned by
Young, deceased, now owned
■ town, at a figure not less
{3C9 It was voted to furnish
able metal sign marker for
luare in A^h Point which was
Jelled last year, and to dediInd name samp for the late
Poster.
il appropriations were $14,235,
crease of $955 over those of
ear.
)
i has a law icquiring that
jcks must be able to negotiate
prcent grade at 30 miles an
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TALK OF THETOWN Officers of £ Baffert/, Rockland
—~

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

«

March 26 -Ninth Masonic District
,lVentlon at Masonic Temple.
March 26 Public meeting on CanControl In Tower Room.
March 29 —Warren
Minstrel show
r',le Black and the Seven Clinkers",
,,,. Baptist Men’s Forum
‘ March 31—Thomaston Towii meet-

’ April

1—Drive

315-323 Main Street

-

Rockland

Phone 980

for Cancer Control

2 Thoma ton Entertainment
i itiidly Club at Federated vestry.
April 2 Dr. Raborn Zerby of Bates
c , r. at Congregational Church at

Look for the Red Tags for Super-Values

8.Apr: 11 Good Friday.
April 11 -Cabaret social at Rockland
■dull School.
Apr I 1H- Easter Sunday.
A;, . 15- Ea-ter Ball at Community I
B lid i.v auspices Kiwanis Club.
Apr ! 15
Rockland Garden Club
nn t, with Mr. and Mrs. H. Helstad
Rockport.
" A;
18 Rockland
High
School
yi;..- I Show ut High School audlturhinr.
A,
19 Launching of trawler Bel. ,.,t at Snow's Shipyard.
,1 me 12—Rockland
High
School

FURNITURE

-

I
TR-

Commencement.

The Weather

!

R
r

Yesterday was a typical Spring
tiav and many pencils could be
heard scratching out Spring poems.
Today s mild rainstorm was more
stive of April but the porch
thermometer said 35 above, and
that kind of temperature finds old
Km; Winter tottering on his last
!(.
B» ware of dirt roads.

MARCH 24 • 29

Maine
EN
tM

NO 2 A*
2 CANS
23«

ft

RROTS

15c

CAN

Sliced

3bcua"mest25c

2

«

H

12 OZ
CANS

19c

CAN

17c

17c

CAN

1/

a ■_

dinty

CAN

MOORE'S

pa ;{.«i2«oS

C

15c

:ALECT

TALL
CANS

E BAG

21c

1 LB
PKG

ITS

"MR. AND MRS.SMITH”
with
Gene Raymond, Jack Carson
also
NEWS. SELECTED SHORTS

OPTOMETRIST
1G MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 Io 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
26-25

19c

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

'*•/»»■ f. *. <• •

•'.u

Yko

«

INVASION OF FORT LEVETT

American heating equipment

Generous Savings on numerous pieces. Floor samples,
odds and ends and discontinued items, all Drastically
Reduced to clear them promptly. Now’s the time to
SAVE!

9-

pc.

SAVE 1-5 to 1-2!

DINING ROOM SUITE

DUNCAN PHYFE MAHOGANY! SAVE $44.50 NOW!

CLEARANCE

$

95

0

00

WAS $139.50
A remarkable suite that offers
you decorative charm at an
unusually low price. Table,
66-inch Buffet, Ann Chair, 5
Chairs and China. Blue Tap
estry Seat Covers. See it!

ATTENTION! HOTELS, TOURIST CAMPS, HOMES!

39 Mattresses
Inner Spring Construction! Famous Makes!
Make this major improvement
for the sleeping comfort of your
self or guests. Many are Sim
mons and Red Cross makes. Few
are slightly soiled. Most are per
fect. Durable covers.
Full, Three-quarters and Twin
Sizes

CLEARANCE

331-3%

1
to

50% Off
PIECE LIVING ROOM SUITES
CLEARANC

.

TELEPHONES
S90 or 781-1 or 781-11
110-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND. ME.

$

Were
$95.00

59

Save nearly half. An almost unbelievable
price for such excellently constructed
suites. Super-sagless bottoms. Tapes
try and velour covers in several colors.
Classic and modern styles.

7-PIECE WALNUT

DINETTE
WAS
$110

$79

Table, Buffet, 4 Chairs

and China Closet

11 Pieces of Walnut, Mahogany, Maple

DRESSERS and VANITIES
Were $22. to $50

50%

$11 to $25

NOW

Your chance to have that ex
tra storage space at little cost.
Well built. Save at Stoning
ton’s!

OFF!

SALE
ENDS
SAT.

Discontinued Patterns in 9x12

Axminster Rugs

DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.

£'i|9<
bars

F. A. Winslow of the Rockland
Lions Club will be guest speaker at
tomorrows luncheon of that or
ganization.

Cai h ton E. 'Morse is back on full
Courier-Gazette Camera Man Visits
W Quarrington of Live Northern I
time duty at hLs jewelry store fol
Baptist Convention Board of New
lowing a protracted illness.
Batteries E and F and Brings Back
York was in tlie city Saturday
Ma. on<, local and sojourning, are calling on friends.
Interesting Results
reminded of the banquet and en
Tlie directors, advisory board and
tertainment at Masonic Temple
nominating committee of the Knox
Wednesday night at 6.30.
County Pisih and Game Associa- | The writer visited the Knox i as they went to Prance and became
General J. W. Hanson. State Di tion will meet at R. O. Elliot’s office County boys who are in service at the 54th Coast Artillery.
rt tor of Selective Service, cau in Thomaston Thursday night at port Levett and Port McKinley in
Many changes have been made
tion, all local boards in Maine to 7 '10
Portland Harbor with the 240th in the officer personnel since indue
registrants ordered to report
tion, Captain Charles Hewett who
More Talk of The Town on Page ? Coast Artillery last Saturday and commanded E battery is now the
for induction, to arrange tlieir affound them soldiering in earnest
commanding officer of B battery
laii so as to prevent undue hard
| after seven months of regular army
BORN
ship if they are rejected at the
......... -and lst Lieutenant Everett K. Milks
life as a part of the harbor de- .
.
.
. 4 .
Austin —At Rockland. March 24. to ,
,
_
,.
has been advanced to batterv cominduction station.
They nbould
Mr. and Mi's. Ray Austin, a daughter. fenses of Portland. They would fit
,
.
...
_, mander. Captaan Russell Hoffses
also be advised to notify their em
Korpinen At Rockland. March 22.
Army outfit and: , „ , ..
_ . . ...
to Mr. and Mrs. Una Korpinen. a son .into any regular
..
.
of F battery is at...
the Coast Artilployers cf this notice, and of the —Alan Edwin.
be
a
credit
to
it.
The
local
boys
—At East Appleton, March 21.
lery School in Fortress Monroe, Vir
pos-.bility that they may not be toMorang
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Morang, a have served as a base from whicn
ginia, and 1st Lieutenant Raloh
accepted at the induction station. son
Billings—At Stonington. March 12. to the batteries have been formed and Calkins is commanding during his
The employer can then be pre Mr. and Mrs. John Billings, a son— increased to 140 men each, by the
absence. Second Lieutenant Ells
pared to replace the man if he is Norman Wayne.
induction of selectees.
worth
Rundlett has been trans
accepted, or to continue his em
Fort Levett, the island post on ferred from F battery to Regimental
MARRIED
ployment if he is rejected. RegMcClure-Robishaw — At Rockland, which are stationed batteries E of
istrants so rejected at the induc- March 23. James H McClure and Belva Rockland and F of Thomaston was Headquarters Staff which also in
Rpblshaw, both of Rockland.—By
cludes the former commander of
t.on station should) be advised to M
Rev. Fr. James F. Savage.
abandoned for 20 years prior to the the 2d Battalion Headquarters De
contact their employers immedi
present emergency. New wooden tachment, 1st Lieutenant Warren
ately and advise them of the re
DIED
barracks and mess halLs have been Feyler as assistant Regimental Ad
Brown — At Rockland, March 24.
jection.
Harry ,H Brown, aged 51 years, 3 erected to house the men, for the jutant. Second Lieutenant Philip
months. 3 days. Funeral Thursday at present force, which also includes
Newbert of F battery is now the
2 o'clock from residence, 5 Achorn
Many new and exceptional Chi- street
batteries A and B of Portland, is commanding officer of the Battalion
n< •* vases, dolls, handcraft cop
far beyond what the original build Headquarters Battery with station
IN MEMORIAM
ings were intended to accommodate. at Fort McKinley.
ier and embroiders, on sale this
In loving memory of Charles E.
The first impression is one of I Battery F is assigned to six-inch
week at the What-Not Gift Shop.— Atherton, who passed away March 23,
construction—-mud, and quantities fixed mount guns, while E battery
adv
36-It 1932
There ls a golden gate beyond
of it; and unpainted wooden build is learning the workings of the anti
Through which our loved ones go.
find that perfect love and peace
ings which were built in a hurry and aircraft rapid firers. We can’t say
D: James and Bradford Burgess To
Which earth can never know.
will not be in their office Sunday And sometimes too, the clouds shall show it. The island is one huge much more along this line as all
lift
ledge in outer Portland Harbor and mention of armament is taboo. A
through Wednesday, March 23 For tnose who watch and wait
Whe
’
i
lo.ed
ones
meet
to
part
no
more
has
very little vegetation. The post guard was assigned to the writer
through March 26. Back Thursday. Inside the Golden Gate.
is
known
throughout the service as throughout his stay on Alcatraz to
35*36
*
His wife. Gena Atherton
Alcatraz and easily lives up to its see that no pictures were taken in
CARD OF THANKS
Visit Lucien K. Green <fe Son’s
name.
the forbidden area.. Don't know
Wr wish to thank all our friends
second floor, 16 School street. Odd and
Despite
the
job
of
making
the
(Continued on Page Six)
neighbors for their kindness in
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur our recent bereavement. For the use best of a post under construction,
of cars and beautiful floral offerings,
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate our
and the attendant inconveniences,
sincere appreciation to all.
BINGO
prices.
9-tf
Mr and Mrs Ernest F. Witty, Mr every man is going about his es
and Mrs Kendall Underwood. Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Beverage. Ralph Beverage, pecial work with a willingness typi
SPEAR HALL, TONIGHT
For flying instruction see Charlie Arthur Beverage, Mr. and Mrs. Ken cal of the regiment. Tlie regiment
7.30 o’clock
neth Beverage.
•
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
FREE DINNER.
al motto is Semper Primus et Fidelis
ATTENDANCE PRIZE $2.00
adv.
2-tf
(Ever First and Faithful) and is
CARD OF THANKS
Big Basket Groceries Given Away
We wish to thank all those who being lived up to the letter.
36’lt
sent cards or other comforting ex
The 24Cth was the first regiment
pressions A»f sympathy during our re
bereavement.
WALDO THEATRE cent
Mrs. Florence Brown, Marjorie and from Maine to enter the service
Brown.
and one of the first in the nation,
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY Elinor
North Haven.
and is also one of the oldest regi
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
ments in the United States Army,
CARD OF THANKS
SHOW TIMES
To the Knox General Hospital. Its having been first formed in 1803 in
Single Evening Show at 8.00
personnel, alumnae and undergraduate Portland, and has been called up;
my many medical friends, also
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00 nurses,
the host of friends who contributed for federal service several times, the;
to my convalescence during my re
cent illness. I wish to express my first being the Civil War, in which
11 LS.-WED., MARCH 25-26
heartfelt thanks
they participated in 10 battles, and
B H Keller. M D.
M. G. M s Historic
are authorized by the War Depart
Ambulance Servic«
Cooked food sale Saturday at 2. ment to carry those battle stream
-LAND OF LIBERTY”
Burpee’s Furniture Store, auspices ers on the regimental colors. They
With .1,1 ALL STAIl CAST!
Winslow-Holbrook Auxiliary—adv. were called out in the SpanishRUSSELL
also
36-37 American War but did not see
Walt Disney’s
FUNERAL HOME
active duty. The World War saw
9
CLAREMONT
ST.
TEL. «62
"Gentleman’s Gentleman’’
Beano, GAR . Hall, Thursday. them man the Portland Harbor de
ROCKLAND, ME.
March 27, 2.15 p. m. First in series fenses. as they are now doing, and
98-tf
rill RS.-FRI.. MARCH 27-28
of five games.—adv.
It later lose the regimental identity
Alfred Hitchcock directs one of
the funniest comedies yet!
( \ROLE LOMBARD
ROBERT MONTGOMERY
in

OT

3

First Lieut. Everett K Mills of Rockland, commanding officer of E Battery; Lieut. Bernard Freeman of
Rockland, Lieut. Marcus I. Parsons cf Skowhegan, I hut. Keith R. Bartlett of Greenville, 1st Sergt ant Herbert
K. Day, Supply Sergeant Clarence Ingerson, Mess Sergeant Ashton McLain. In front Ls “Colonel Skunky,”
the Battery mascot and a full colonel. Happy Day says that the Colonel is going to have the silver eagle of his
exalted rank to wear on hLs collar and may even have some buck private detailed as his orderly.
—Photo by Cullen.
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^Standard "plumbing

fixtures

27x54" AXMINSTER

SCATTER RUGS
American heating equipment for Coal. Oil or Gas: American Boilers and
Radiator Heat—SUNBEAM Warm-Air Furnaces and Winter Air Condition
ers—'Standard" plumbing fixtures in white and 11 attractive colors.

Consult your Heating and Plumbing Contractor

American p Standard
Radiator ** Jjanitarg
CORPORATION

>

20% OFF

NOW $3.95 to $6.25
Discontinued Patterns

Were $39.50

and $42.50

Were $4.95 to $7.95

Htadni and Plumbinf are too
important to health to he en
trusted to anyone but Heat-

CLFARANC

$

29

50

All dependable quality Bigelow, and Alexander
Smith Rugs. Oriental, hooked, and two-tone de
signs. Rich colors. With prices rising such a value
Ls a sensation. Come in now!

inf and Plumbinf Contractoro.

RCA-Victor an

Philco Radios—Half Price

Small lot of discontinued models.

All in perfect condition. SAVE!

■ Every-Other-Day '
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A Jay See Certainly
Started Something When
He Brought Subject Up
* • -c* BjX

9
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CHAPTER XV
Van Hassek’s Austrian spy was
on hand at the Shoreham promptly
at sight the next morning. Fincke
was glum and jumpy as they or
dered breakfast, and from time to
time cast covert glances about the
dining-room.
“Why the jitters, Fincke?’’ Ben
ning asked him.
The Austrian took several nerv
ous gulps of coffee and said: “Some
thing's gone wrong. Bromlitz. I want
to get out of this town as quick as
possible.”
“Heard anything from Bravot?"
“No word from anybody, not since
the last time I saw you. I can’t fig
ure it out, but it’s there. Some
times I think I’m being watched and
G-2 has my number.” Fincke
pushed aside his unfinished break
fast and got up. “Come on, Brom
litz, let’s get out of this town!”
Benning asked, as they took a
taxicab to the depot, “Did Bravot
furnish you with travel authority?”
“Last I heard it was all fixed up.
All we have to do is show up at the
gangplank and say, ‘Passage for
Amsterdam, Stateroom twelve.’ ”
The Austrian turned suddenly to
Benning with suspicion glinting in
his eyes. “Say, Bromlitz, are you
asking for information, or just feel
ing me out?”
“Isn’t it natural, Fincke,” Ben
ning retorted, “for me to satisfy my
self you’ve really got authority to
go along? I hope you’re not going to
spoil everything by getting suspi
cious of me.”
“No, but after the deal I got from
Boggio, you can’t blame me for
wondering if I’m the goat,” Fincke
muttered. “Sorry if I rubbed you
the wrong way.”
Fincke's fears relaxed somewhat
when he and Benning reached New
York in early afternoon.
They went to Central Park and
walked about deserted paths until
time to go to the pier. Promptly
nt four Fincke presented himself to
a hulking Norwegian first mate who
stood at the gangplank of the tramp
freighter, a single-funnel steamer.
The Fincke formula put them on
1 board without question. Benning not
ed, as they were escorted by a cab
in boy to their stateroom, that the
decks were deserted, no prepara
tions to sail were in evidence.
Fincke promptly slammed the
door, peeled off his cotton coat, and
sprawled on a bunk.
Benning threw off his coat, lay
down on his berth, and took up the
late New York editions he had
bought before coming aboard. Lat
er he meant to force the issue of a
reconnaissance of the ship in prep
aration for the Navy's boarding par
ty.
Headlines screamed the defeat of
Mole's Second Division, the capture
of San Antonio.
Mole’s truck columns had sped
his broken infantry and artillery to
a new position near Austin along the
Colorado River. There he was or
ganizing a new defensive position,
reinforced by Texas regiments Van
Hassck columns were moving on
Austin for prompt attack.
Van Hassek had taken over San
Antonio at daybreak and established
headquarters in the City Hall at the
old Spanish Plaza. A subordinate.
General Alvido, had taken over the
government as military governor un
der a decree of martial law, hauled
down the American flag and hoisted
the saber flag over the city.
Alvido claimed all of Texas under
his decree. A Van Hassek truck
column Was moving on Galveston to
occupy that city, and later. Houston.
Air raids had extended north last
night. Fort Worth, Dallas, and
Shreveport had been heavily pound
ed with the loss of hundreds of lives.
Terror was sweeping other south
ern cities. Little Rock, Oklahoma
City, Montgomery, Birmingham,
even Nashville and Atlanta were
within bombing range. There was
no anti-aircraft now available for
these cities. Thousands were flee
ing into the hills and countryside.
When he had sketched through the
day's news, Benning sat up and
made a cast at Fincke.
“What gets me,” he complained,
“is why we have to go all the way
to Amsterdam when there's so much
going on in these parts. Fincke.”
Fincke snapped erect, his eyes
blazing suspicion, and snarled, “You
know damned well we're not going
.to Amsterdam, Bromlitz! What's
I your game—always feeling me out!”
Benning coolly drawled, “Evidentily you suspect I'm a spotter for
Boggio or Bravot. If that's in your
I mind, I resent it”
“Sorry If I blew up again,” Fincke
relented. "But we’re playing for
big game this time, Bromlitz, and
you can't blame me for being touchy
after what happened before.
A Norwegian deckhand brought
dinner into their stateroom at six
o'clock. Two empty hours followed.
At eight tt'viyck Uig uigiucs

A metallic click told him

hi* weapon wa* empty.

churning, the Norwegian tramp
eased out of her berth and headed
down the harbor.
Fincke brightened as the ship cast
off, then was attacked by a restless
ness that set him pacing the little
cabin.
Dusk slowly deepened into night.
Benning knew that the ship was
spotted by Navy observers, that they
would take no chance of letting her
slip out of the harbor. He chafed
under his inability to break further
into the Fincke confidence or to ef
fect a survey of the ship' passen
gers.
The Austrian suddenly seized his
cotton coat and straw hat
"All right Bromlitz!” he ex
claimed excitedly. “It’s nine o’clock
and pitch dark. Here's where we
move out!”
Benning followed the Austrian
down the unlighted deck. There was
a black huddle of figures at the rail
where Fincke halted. Benning’s
straining eyes, now adjusted to the
darkness, made Out that the figures
were moving over the side.
In a moment Fincke vanished.
Benning hesitated, then groped his
way down the Jacob’s ladder. At
the bottom a gasoline launch
chugged tenaciously alongside in
choppy water. As Benning, follow
ing the others, stepped precariously
aboard, the launch cast off.
In the vague light shed by a lan
tern in the bow of the launch, Ben
ning slowly counted noses. There
were five passengers, two boatmen.
Benning saw that the man beside
whom he had found a seat was not
Fincke. An intuition warned him,
his eyes verified the warning as he
traced out the man’s profile. The
passenger at his elbow was Bravot.
Van Hassek’s fugitive spymaster
silently stared into the wet night.
Benning’s hand sought the pocket of
his cotton coat and released the
safety lock of his automatic.
The boat bobbed across the har
bor; Benning decided that Bravot
must be headed back for some se
cret rendezvous in New York, a part
of some crafty maneuver to cover
his littered trail. In that event Ben
ning decided to strike in the dark
ness the instant the launch reached
shore.
A few minutes later the launch
swerved sharply out of its course
and slowed down. Benning saw the
massive shadow of a ship looming
over his head. A voice called
down from above. Bravot got
to his feet, edged his way to
the bow. A boatman made the
launch fast to the ship’s ladder. One
by one the passengers swung onto
the ladder and were swallowed up
by the night.
“Go ahead,

Bromlitz!”

a voice

commanded when Benning hesitat
ed.
Fincke caught Benning’s arm,
gently forced him forward. Benning
made a swift estimate as he stood in
indecision. Quickly he saw that but
one course lay ahead. In the bob
bing little boat he knew he would
stand no chance if he put up a fight
for possession of the craft. As for
swimming ashore, even the strongest
swimmer could not expect success
in that feat tonight.
Benning swung to the ladder and
mounted to the deck. Close behind
him came Fincke. On the deck
there was a glow of light from an
incandescent.
Inside the Austrian tossed off his
coat and stretched himself. His face
now was exuberant.
“Himmel, but what a comfort,
Bromlitz!” he exclaimed with a vast
sigh of relief. “Now a fellow can
take a free breath.”
Fincke paused to give Benning a
knowing wink.
“What does it matter if we’re sit
ting over a cargo of high explosives,
eh, Bromlitz? It’ll not blow up until
we give the command—and that’ll
play the biggest card in the whole
Van Hassek deck! Cheer up, Brom
litz, in ten days from now you’ll be
back with your girl in Mexico City!”
Now it was all to clear to Ben
ning. Fincke at last had vitalized
the meaning of this cruise, the rea
son for his own restless misappre
hensions. This ship, with its cargo
of explosives, clearing New York
with papers for San Francisco, was
part of an intricately laid plot to
destroy the Panama Canal and strip
the Atlantic seaboard of the protec
tion of the United States fleet.
(Continued in Saturday’s Issue)
Joe. Chilean eagle, in the Lon
don Zoo. eats tit-bits from its
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WALL PAPER IN STOCK

keeper's lips.

A COMPLETE NEW LINE OF 1941 PATTERNS

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE

You will be pleased with these exceptional values!
SEE OUR LINE BEFORE BUYING

The Committee on Sea and Shore
Fisheries will give a public hearing in
Its rooms at the State House, In Au
gusta. on
MARCH 27, 1941, 2 P. M.
Rehearing on H. P 1557 L. D. 848
AN ACT Relating to Gathering Kelp.
S P 460 L. D 935 AN ACT Relating
to the Gathering of Kelp and Sea
Mon
2i-30

Senter Crane

FRUIT TREES
and SHRUBS
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By General ARID WHITI
ti a. WHITI
IIIVKI

Rev. Kenneth Cool
Officiates At Union

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
“A. Jay See” seems to have
stepped on toes in his recent ar
ticle when he says, “has your mind
been affected by your hobby or
n 5®/s.
hobbies?” I fail to see wherein
it effects a person’s mind to have
a hobby or even two or three if
that person has time to attend to
them. Webster says a hobby is,
>lt,8W
“that which a person persues with
Something New at Senter Crane’s
zeal cr delight.” If zeal equals
♦k. J*
eagerness, and delight is pleasure,
Orders Taken for Well-Rooted, Ready-to-Start
the people who have hobbies are
eager and pleased to add, to that
Growing Trees and Vines
which they are collecting.
Of course there is such a thing
as carrying a hobby too far—by
II
APPLES (Duchess, McIntosh, Delicious,
that I mean, spending time and
money for useless things or pay
Baldwin, Courtland and Transparent)
ing an exorbitant price because it
PLUMS (Burbank and Abundance)
The boys' basketball team,of Waldoboro High School which has just completed one of its best seasons, under takes the fancy, and the tempta
Coach Miller, in recent years. Only two men will be lost by graduation, and this makes the prospect for an tion to resist buying cannot be
PEARS (Bartlett, Seckel Favorite)
excellent team next year very bright. Standing, left to right: E. Fitzgerald. J. Kennedy manager, T. Lee. D. overcome to spend the last penny.
Richards, G. Salmi, D. Heyer, E. Bagley, E. McLain, U. Borneman. Seated: C. Creamer, R. Winchenbaugh, R. Also I do not admire those who
CHERRIES (Montmorency and Tartarian)
Creamer. “Butch” Miller, 13 months old son cf the coach, and mascot of the team. The students had a tiny
are always talking abut their hobby.
uniform made for him of which he is mighty proud; Coach Miller, M. Wallace, R. Kantola. R. Creamer.
If they enjoy it perhaps everyone
—Photo by Cullen.
else does not.
TREES, 5 to 7 ft., Special Price 69c
As for myself. I will say, its fun
EAST APPLETON
to go places and see something of
Fifty-six persons gathered Thurs
WALDOBORO
WARREN
[ the same type and kind, be it a
day night at the home of Mr. and
ft ft ft ft
button or a Bermington jug, that
ftft ftft
Mrs. Ivan Mink to attend a mis
1
you
want to add to your collection,
MRS. LOUTSE MHXC3B
ALENA L. STARRETT
CONCORD GRAPE VINE,
25
cellaneous shower given in honor
and
to be able to acquire it. Then
Oorrespondeafe
Correspondent
of Mr. and Mrs. Schuyler Hawes.
again, there is a “heap of satis
PRIVET HEDGES (in lots of 10),
98
Many beautiful and useful gifts
faction,
”
also
beauty
in
handi

TeL 3ff
Tel. «
were received by the couple. Bridge
work of some of the older things
From the same Nursery that supplies us with
was played and an excellent lunch
hobby
riders collect that cannot
Mrs. Gladys Grant was hostess eon served which included sand
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Spear were
Rose Bushes
Friday night to her bridge club.
wiches. cake and coffee. Hostesses pleasantly surprised at their home be found in this machine age when
William Jameson, student at U. were Mrs. Mink and Mrs. Effie Wednesday night, a group of friends the same article is turned out at
gathering there to present to them the rate cf thousands a day in
of M., is passing the Spring vaca Hazen.
Japan. So it’s me for the hobby,
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Brown has returned a bathinette for their infant daugh be it a modern or an oldJ but my
Foster Jameson.
from a short visit with her sister ter Cynthia Jane. Light lunch was preference is for old and the older
served. Present were Mr. and Mis.
Dr. Stanley Lenfest leaves Sun Mrs. Luella Tuttle in Camden.
Herbert DeVeber. Mr. and Mrs. Bart the better and. A. J. See, my In Everybody’s Column WANTED
day for Boston to accept a two
Stanford Gushee is leaving to- Pellicane, Dr. and Mrs. Judson Lord, mind isn’t cracked as yet.
weeks’ scholarship in surgery at the j day for Waterville where he will
EIGHT or 10 tons of good hay want
“Yours for Hobbies"
Miss Carolyn Hayden and Wilbur
ed.
EDWARD LUDWIG, Hope, Tel
Pratt Diagnostic Hospital.
LOST AND FOUND
• undergo a tonsil operation.
Lincolnville 12-3.__________________ 36*38
Connon.
Schools are now all settled and
CHEF.
maids.
wanted.
$10-$12.
Mrs. Floyd Gushee and son Larry
The sophomore class presented UNION
GOLD pin-on watch lost Satuiciav housekeeper; chaufTeur, $15; waitresses,
running smoothly in these locations: spent Sunday in North Appleton.
MRS HAWLEY Bath. Me
the one-act play, “Swept Clean Off Mrs. Ida N. Blood
afternoon on Main St Llbe:e! reward. nurses.
First and second grades in the
Finder leave watch at Courier Gazette Tel 725___________________________ 36* It
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Proctor Her Feet,” Thursday at Crosby High
Funeral services were held last cffi.ce.
36-38
Community Garden Club house;
SECOND-hand house and ship car
motored to Bangor Saturday ac School in Belfast. While Warren Tuesday at the Methodist Church
penter's tools wanted. Write "J. S'
third and four grades in. the vestry
% Courier-Gazette
36*38
companied by Mr. and Mrs. Leslie did not place for the State contest, for Mrs. Ida Nye Blood who died
of the Baptist Church and the fifth
FOR
SALE
MOTHER'S
helper
wanted
In
family
March
15,
in
Worcester,
Mass.
Rev,
the
experience
was
good
for
the
and sixth grades in the chemistry Hall.
of four. 291 LIMEROCK ST. City
A group of friends gathered re students who had never entered Leo Ross officiated.
GIRL'S bicycle for sale, good con __________________________________ 36 38
room cf the new High School build
Mrs. Blood was bom in this town dition. 283 LIMEROCK ST, City.
EXPERIENCED woman wanted for
cently at tlie home of Mr. and such a contest before. The cast was:
ing.
___________________________________ 36*38 general housework MRS. R L. STRAT
Feb.
17,
185C*.
daughter
of
Isaac
and
Lowell
Moody,
Jr.,
who
substituted
TON.
112 Beech St,. Tel 298-W 34-36
FRESH Jersey cows for sale. RALPH !
Telephones have been installed in Mrs. Maurice Butler to honor for Llewellyn Payson, who was ill; Francina (Mank» Harris. She and
WILL
buy farm or small house, preC. PEARSE. Hope. Tel. Lincolnville ,
them with a shower. Many useful
the home of William A. Freeman
11-3.
36-38 1 fered furnished. Give price and de
her
brother
Charles
were
left
or

Patricia
Leathers,
Ann
Norwood,
«---------------------------------------------- 1 tails. Write "HOME" care Courier
and pretty gifts were received.
and Nicholas De Patsy.
90-ACRE farm for sale at Belfast. | Gazette.___________________________ 35*37
Cards were played and an excel Theresa Huntley. Raymond Jenkins, phans at the ages of five and four good
8-room house, never falling ,
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
A flock of wild geese was seen lent lunch was served by the hos and Edward Barrett. Moody did when their father was killed in the water at
sink, good land for all crops, I called
for and delivered. T J. FLEM
wood,
lumber,
trout brook, great cran- I ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel, 212-W
early Thursday morning, the first tesses Mrs. Frank Hart. Mrs. Ro well as substitute. Transportation Civil War.
32-1f
berry privilege flow any time, chance
Deceased
leaves
one
son,
Albert
GOOD home for aged persons or In
day of SpTing, heading north.
for poultry
G. L. SHERMAN. RFD
was
furnished
by
Mrs.
Harold
De

land Edgecomb and Mi’s. Judson
1, Lincolnville.
36-tf vallds at 17 Suffolk St., expert, lndl
Veber and Mrs. Leroy Norwood. Nye of Richmond; three grand
vidual attention TEL 1200
17*19-tf
Adjustments for repairs due to Sweetland.
CONVERTIBLE
Plymouth
Coupe
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
Miss Carolyn Hayden, the coach daughters, Mrs. Marion Calderwood (1932) for sale. Good condition, good
the recent damage by fire at the
Mrs. Jethro Pease and daughter
for and delivered. T. J. FLEM
and Lillian Messer of this place tires. *80 cash HJALMAR NISKALA. called
also accompanied the group.
Brick School Building have been
34-tf
Star Rd.. Union.__________________ 36*38 ING. 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W
Marion were callers Saturday at
Mrs. A. T. Norwood entertained and Mrs. May Swift of Augusta;
rendered and are awaiting decision Floyd Gushee.
STAR Kineo range and 1929 Chevro
thr “Masonic Widows" at cards one great-granddaughter, Ann Cal- let sedan for sale. Both in good shape.
of the local authorities as to final
derwcod; tliree nephews, Isaac Har both cheap TEL 633-R_________ 36*38 TO LET
Thursday night at her home.
acceptance.
FARM in Rockland for sale, one
Rehearsals are on in the Congre ris of East Holden, Ernest of Rut mile
Charles Lilly Post, A. L„ the FRIENDSHIP
from business section
7-room
AN experienced waitress wanted at
land,
Mass.,
and
George
Harris
of
Mrs. Ellathea Winchenpaw is gational choir for an Easter can
house; barn; about 7 acres of good once Apply at THE OPEN KITCHEN
Lions Club and local school board
farm land; price $1490
Stock and Main St., Rockland.______________ 36*38
Baltimore; four nieces, Mrs. Laura poultry
farm In Warren, 1>2 story 8will be guests tonight of Waldo substituting at the South Cushing tata to be given under direction of
ARE You The Woman We Need?
Hastings and Mrs. Anne Lermond room hcuse; large barn and stable; 90 America
’s Largest Furrier seeks an
Theatre to witness “Land of Lib school during the absence of Mrs. Mrs. Sidney Wyllie. and with Mrs.
acres of land. 30 acres In good tillage alert, capable woman to offer Its un
of
South
Hope.
Mrs.
Leila
Layr
of
Hartwell
Davis
who
is
with
her
and
balance
In
wood
and
pasture;
Dana H. Smith, Sr., the accom
excelled fur storage facilities to the
erty.”
East Union, and Mrs. Mary Wcrter price $2400 Farm of 48 acres in St. women of this community. If you
George; high and dry; fine view of St. have church, club or other affiliationLincoln-Sagadahoc County Coun mother, Mrs. Bedfield Miller who panist.
George River; good chance for chick you will be assured of a generous In
Mrs. Earl Sheldon was called home of Worcester, Mass.
cil of the American Legion will meet is ill.
ens and blueberries: easy terms can come for eight weeks
Write lmme
Burial
was
in
Lake
View
Ceme

be arranged
F H WOOD % O. H.
Mrs. Warren Hoffses is in South from Boston last Tuesday by the
Sunday night at Town hall in Edgeto I J. FOX. 411 Washington
Tripp Engineering Co., Court House. diately
tery
beside
her
first
husband,
Fred
St..
Boston,
Mass.,
%
Mr.
Bristol for a short visit.
ill turn of the late Alfred Sheldon,
Rockland.
36-38 _____ ________________________ G. Balkln
comb.
36-It
Nye
of
this
town.
Mrs. Chester Brown who has been her father-in-law. She had motored
CHILD'S bicycle for sale Price $8.
Carroll T. Cooney Jr., has re
FIVE-room
apartment
to
let
with
MISS ALICE FULLER Gien Co\e
bath. Fine location: one car garage
turned from a few weeks' vacation visiting her mother in Rcxbury, to Boston, accompanied by her
AMERICAN POLICYHOLDERS'
___________________________________ 35 37 and
garden plot available. Call H S
INSURANCE COMPANY
Mass, has returned heme.
sister, Mrs. Abbie Overlock of Rock
GLENWOOD N Cook Stove for sale, LEA CH. Tel, 723-R_______________ 36 -11
spent in Florida.
Boston. Mass.
oil
burner
and
hot
water
coil.
TEL
Mrs. Sidney Carter and Mrs. land. and her son Kenneth, who is
apartment upstairs to
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
Lincoln County Democratic Wom
758-J.
34*36 let.FIVE-room
shed, cellar, toilet; $13 month,
Phoebe
Burns
are
in
Fairhaven,
Stocks
and
Bonds.
$1,880,665
93
a
patient
at
the
Children
’
s
Hospital,
HOUSE and furniture for sale at water paid.
10 Fulton Ft or Tel
en's Club meets Friday afternoon
Cash In Office and Bank,
297,179 38 once. FRED C. MALONEY, Rockville. 1017-J, H B BARTER.
36-tf
at the home of Mrs. B. G. Miller. Mass., the former to visit Mr. Car there following a serious operation Premiums in Course ol
Me
*36*37
FIVE
room
apartment
to
let.
all
Collection,
105.275
76
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger are ter and Mrs. Burns to be guest of performed Wednesday.
1939 PLYMOUTH sedan for sale. newly papered and painted 47 NORTH
Bills Receivable,
500 00
MRS
G.
W
GRAY.
3
Lindsey
St.,
City
Mrs.
Archie
Thompson.
MAIN
ST
.
City.
36*38
The degree team from Samaritan Interest and Rents,
15.893 37
visiting in Philadelphia.
34*36
8.129 34
IN Thomaston 3 apts to let. 4. 5 or
Mrs. Hattie M. Wotton who re Izxige, IO.O.F. of Waterville con All other Assets,
Jasper Stahl, Registrar of the
FRIGIDAIRE Ice cream
cabinet, 6 rooms and bath See MR FRISBEE
Gross Assets.
$2,307,643 78 eight hole, for sale. Used very little or call at 19 Greene St.__________ 34*38
cently
returned
from
Miami
en

ferred
the
first
degree
Saturday
on
Hill School, Pottstown, Pa., is
Deduct Items not admitted.
41,118 90 after a reconditioned Job at factory.
FOUR unfurnished rooms to let
J. C. MOODY. Tel. 12-12 Union. Me
spending a vacation at his home tertained Wednesday at tea, her these candidates for Warren Lodge:
with sun porch and toilet
Inqutre
Admitted,
$2,266,524
88
34*36
guests
being
Mrs.
Roscoe
Winchen

Arnold B. Robinson, Avard Robin
12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W
31 -1 f
here.
LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1940
HOSPITAL bed for sale, adjustable
paw
and
Mrs.
Gertrude
Oliver.
son,
Alfred
H.
Wyllie,
Einar
U.
FURNISHED
Apartments
to
let
Reserve
for
Claims
&
Claim
springs; new. less than wholesale
Miss Cordelia Barnard of Bel
Expenses.
$1,054,644 58 price, 235 Main St,. TEL 1350 34 36 DELIA YORK 111 Pleasant St 29-tf
District
Deputy
Carlton
Simmons
Keto,
Emery
F.
Simmons,
Leslie
E
fast is passing a vacation with her
Unearned Premiums.
174.987 29
ROOM to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
TWENTY-FIVE horses that must be
other Liabilities,
336,893 01
26-tf
parents, Rev. and Mrs. O. G. with installing staff, Llewellyn Oli Weaver, Aimo Sulin, Andrew Con All
sold to make room for another load. FLORA COLLINS. Tel. 579-W
Cash
Capital.
350.000
00
ver, Guy Bessey and Howard Beale nell, Harold J. Weaver, Raymond Surplus over all Liabilities. 350.000 00 All over shipping sickness. Priced be
5-ROOM
tenement
with
bath
to
let
Barnard.
low present marked prices
LEON A
Newly renovated. Opposite Maine Cen
installed officers of Arcana Lodge Payson. orand officers present
LUDWIG.
Newcastle,
Tel.
135.
33*36
tral Station Rent reasonable. Inquire
Total Liabilities and
Wednesday in Thcmaston
were the district deputy grand mas
Surplus,
$2 266.524 88
WE buy and sell second-hand fur M. ARMATA. The Men's 8hop. Main
36 T 42 niture of all kinds; before you make & Park Sts., Rockland.____________26 tf
SPRUCE HEAD
Friendship Temple, P. S., initi ter, Laforest Mank of Waldoboro,
a deal, get our appraisal price, at
LARGE store with three rooms and
Mrs. David Post entertained the ated Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Brow and past grand master, Wallace
Furniture Exchange. 235 Main St., Tel
bath in rear 73 Park St Center store
CENTRAL SURETY
1350.
Rockland
____________________
25
tf
In block $6 week. V. F. STUDLEY
AND INSURANCE CORPORATION
Twenty Club Friday night. A de last Tuesday. After the meeting, Roderick of Waterville. Other
26 tf
Kansas City, Missouri
Hard wood per loot, fitted, $150; 283 Main 8t
lightful social evening was enjoyed a social hour, with old fashioned lodges were represented from Wal
Sawed. $140; long. $1.30 U. B. Sc 0. O.
ASSETS. DBC. 31. 1940
FOUR-room furnished, heated apt
26-tf to let. automatic hot water. At 15
and lunch was served.
songs, was enjoyed. Genie Sim doboro, Union, Dover-Foxcroft, and Rtal Estate.
$143,577 37 PERRY, Tel. 487.
Mortgage
Loans,
110,797
14
D.
A
H.
hard
coal,
egg,
atove,
nut Summer St. H. M FROST. Tel. 318-W
Forrest Cheney of the White mons. Eda La wry and Florence New York. Supper was served on Collateral Loans.
_
________28 «
5.000 00 $14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
6,058.527 74 $8 per ton. del. Nut slae New River soft,
HEAT
Head crew spent the weekend with Burns were on the refreshment the arrival of the guests. The sec Stocks and Bonds.
BATED apartment to let, modern
Cash in Office and Bank,
1,169,909 25 not screened $9 ton del. M B & C. conve
venlences,_____________
hard wood______
floors. Three
his family at their home here.
committee, and entertainment was ond degree will be worked Friday, Agents' Balances.
903.411 68 O PERRY. 519 Main St.. Tel 487 28-tf rooms fcath and kitchenette
Apply
Interest
and
Rents,
51.202
89
at
130
Union
St..
or
TEL
158 or 723-R
Mrs. Callie Rackliff entertained arranged by Susan Wotton, Evelyn and the third degree at the district All other Assets.
Is to state that Harold Kaler
81.801 41 ofTHIS
26 tf
Washington. Me . who was selling
at cards Thursday night, Mrs. Beckett, Llewellyn Oliver and Guy meeting April 5.
stoves, furnaces and other
TWO
or
3-room
furnished
apt
1
Gross Assets,
$8,524,327 48 Kalamazoo,
--------St- -----12 . AR
In Knox County and adjacent let“ __
on —
Warren
Inquire
Charlotte Waterman having high Bessey.
Deduct Items not admitted,
46.775 33 products
territory Is not connected with us In REN or 11 JAMBS 8T
26-tf
Mrs. Hazel Murphy entertained the past week at South Bristol has
any way.
Any authority he might
score. Luncheon was served.
Admitted.
$8,477,552 15
have had to sell our products Is here
Floyd Singer of Manana Fog Sig a group of friends Friday night in returned home.
LIABILITIES. pBC. 31. 1940
by revoked. KALAMAZOO 8TOVE A
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$2,402,048 63 FURNACE CO., Augusta. Me. Branch. MISCELLANEOUS
nal Station is spending a short observance of Mr. Murphy's birth
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Crown who Unearned Premiums.
2.163.953 35 304 Water St.. W H Owen, Branch
36*38
All other Liabilities.
689 623 06 Mgr
leave with Mrs. Singer and son at day.
were a tthe home of Mrs. George Cash
Capital,
1.000.000 00
THIS Is notification that I ha*
James
Murphy
is
slowly
improv

the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mitchell during the illness and Surplus over all Liabilities, 2.221.927 11
never contracted any bills In the
name
ol my husband and any obltga
ing
from
illness.
Batty, Sr.
death of Mr. Mitchell, have re
Eggs And Chicks
Total Liabilities and
tlons which I have assumed I live
Surplus.
$8,477,552 15
Mrs. Waldo MacFarland of South turned to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Sidney Bird. 2d.
discharged personally and In mv c»n
33-T 39
name. PHYLLIS KENNEY. Rocklan'l
were overnight guests Friday of Bristol is visiting her mother Mrs.
WANT—Good results with poultry?
36*38
Get
Clements
*'Malne-Bred"
Reds
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Drinkwater. Jonah D. Morse and her sister Mrs.
Dogs which live in homes and
NOTICE—Trespassers on mv prop
ETIQUETTE DEMANDS
Rocks. Better quality at economical
prices due to our 4-Farms Co-opera erty will be prosecuted to full exten'
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Vinal of Wardell MacFarland.
whose masters talk to them, under
tion. Pullet chicks In all breeds. Write of the law; also will be prosecute!
Qenubu
fsnyrava)
Mrs. Melvin Lawry is in Quincy, stand as many as 150 words, says
Thomaston were visitors Thursday
for Iree catalogue now. CLEMENTS lor destruction of warning sign
34*36
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winter- VICTOR ILOMAKI. Warren.
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mass., to visit her daughters, also a Lendon specialist.
port. Me.
Notlce—Thls Is to notlf'
her mother Mrs. Letiha Simmons in
Allard.
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched all pereons that from this date on I
from 2-year-old hens; also day-old will pay no bills, only those contract <1
Jamica
Plains.
Mrs Katherine Flower of Bev
Mexico will have a Mother and
EBEN KENNEY, Mar'
roosters 2c each
W. H. TOLMAN. by myfoH
•
35*37
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver was din Child Week in connection with
erly. Mass., is visiting her sister
Waldoboro. Tel. 153.
26-tf 20. 1941
A reputation for social correctness
U 8. Roofing and Painting C<
I* not costly. You can stamp your
ner guest Thursday of Mrs. Eva Mother's Day.
Mrs. Edith Lowe.
Rooms papered. $5 up. complete with
dally activities with th* mark ol
THE UNITED STATES BRANCH
all material and labor. Celling whltenen
Russell.
OF THE LONDON ASSURANCE
correctness by using GENUINE
$1.50 up. TEL. 270-W.
28-tf
ORIENT
INSURANCE
COMPANY
99
John
St.,
New
Yoik,
N.
Y.
Subscribe to The Courler-Oozette
Mrs. Warren Hoffses who spent
ENGRAVED business cards and
of Hartford, Conn.

i

klTAC^
^CN ...
AIMERS

Hymnals Dedica

This Hobby Habit

Waldoboro Proud of These Lads

.•

| f Every-Other-Day

LEFT-OVER BORDERS, 1 CENT A YARD

MOODY’S DRY GOODS STORE
TEL. 12-12,

UNION, ME.
35*36*38

ASSETS, DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate,
8379.659 07
Stocks and Bonds.
5.090.360 04
Cash In Office and Bank,
1.048 704 25
Agents' Balances,
398.201 75
Interest and Rents,
14.376 62
All other Assets.
5.165 68

Informal* at this low price.

50 paneled Informal*

50 envelope* to match
100 paneled visiting card*
FOR ONLY

Gross Assets,
86.936 467 41
Deduct items not admitted. 547.210 06

65

Admitted.
86.389.257 35
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
8111.67100
Unearned Premiums,
1 959.985 87
All other Liabilities,
155.60000
Cash Capital.
1,000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 3.162,000 48

INCLUDING
THE PLATE!

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,
$6.389 257 35
EDv
DWARD W RERRY A- COMPANY

36-T-42

Postage Extra

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
Mortgage Loans,
$12 000 00
Stocks and Bonds,
6.754.690 86
Cash In Office and Bank,
1.235 125 79
Agents' Balances,
632 783 30
Bills Receivable.
12,823 02
Interest and Rents,
28J32 94
All other Assets,
1.098.18." 43

Gross Assets.
$9,824,342
34
Deduct Items notadmitted.
129.327 55

Admitted.
$9,695,014 79
LIABILITIES. DBC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$784,423 43
Unearned Premiums,
3.481.692 48
All other Liabilities,
447,225 16
Deposit Capital.
500.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities, 4.481.673 72
Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
$9,695,014
79
EDWARD W RERRY <t* COMPANY

............... 36-T-12

FARM BUREAU MUTUAL AUTOMO
BILE INSURANCE COMPANY
Concord, New Hampshire
ASSETS. DBC 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$35,000 **’
Stocks and Bonds,
312.528 34
Cash In Office and Bank.
58.152 21
Agents' Balances.
13.298 25
Interest and Rents.
«2 181 63
All other Assets,
47 303 16

Gross Assets,
$468,463 >9
Deduct Items not admitted,
8.634 36

Admitted.
LIABIUTIBB. DBC 31.
Net Unpaid Losses.
All other Liabilities.
Surplus over all Liabilities,

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.
.................
..

$459,829
1940
$104.51"
9.094
346.217

23

This ad>

those ow
who havj
own a Pontiac, bu
one. Its purpose
afford a Pontiac ad
First, Pontiac, u
car, is actually a io
very few dollars tn|
three.” As a result,
probability, easily
• Pontiac.

Second, if the si;

O
5J
28

$459 829 23
23-T-39

l2 BAYVIEW STREET.

Every-Other-Oay'

I f Every-Other-Day'

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 25,1941
—John S. Lane.

Hymnals Dedicated
Rev. Kenneth Cook
Officiates At Union Church
Service, Vinalhaven
Union Church, Vinalhaven, is
well equipped with beautiful; new
hymnal,

made

possible

through

the tfferts of the pastor, Rev. Kennet.li Cook, who officiated at the
(jedication service Sunday night.

Thc*e books were given by: ■
Mr. Ralph C. Bennett (1),..In
memory of—Mrs. Addie Cobb.i
Mrs E. M. Hall (1)—her aunt
jli-v. Mary Hopkins.
4.
Mrs. Ralph Clay ter (1)—Estelle
Brown •
(

Crane’s
Leady-to-Start

Mi?

Pearl

(D—William

Fifield

and Margaret Kittredge.

incs

ter, Clara E. Pendleton.

uncle Herbert J. Arey.
Dr. and Mrs. Freeman Brcwr^ (2)

msparent)
lance)

VINALHAVEN

>rite)

ft ft ft ft

id Tartarian)

1£R8. OSCAR O. LANS
Correspondent

1 Price 69c

Two plays are being rehearsed
to be presented after Easter under
the au-pices of Union Church
Choir.
Miss Mercedes Calderwocd, who
was a visitor in town has returned
to North Haven.
Shirley Bunker was recent guest
ol relatives in North Haven.

pplies us with

:d
>r IO toiiM of good hay want
ARD LUDWIO. Hope. Tel
12-3__________________ 36*38

maids.

wanted,

$10-$12;

‘r; chauffeur, $15; waitresses
1R,S HAWLEY Bath. Me .

_________________ 36*lt
tuind house and ship car5o1h wanted. Write "J. S ”
hOazette
3S-38
.'8 helper wanted In family
291 LIMEROCK ST.. City
________________________ 36 38
ENCED woman wanted for
usework MRS R I, STRAT« " ■ < h 3t . Tel 298-W 34-36
4V farm or small house, preilshed. Olve price and dette
HOME" care Courler____________________35*37
URK wanted to upholster,
and delivered T J EIJ5Mlrch St , Tel 212-W
32-tf
ionic for aged persons or Inil7 Suffolk 8t.. expert, lndlcntlon TEL 1200
17»19-tf
URK wanted to upholster,
and delivered T. J. FI.EMIrch St . Tel 212-W
34-tf

'

"B!»

rrlenced waitress wanted »t
ply at THE OPEN KITCHEN
Rockland
36*38
»ti The Woman We Need?
Largest Furrier seeks an
»ble woman to offer Its unUr storage facilities to the
this community. If you
■ch club or other affiliations.
>e u -ured of a generous Inelght weeks
Write Imme
I J FOX. 411 Washington
in, Mass . S Mr G. Balkln

____________

Nettie F. Wooster (D—her hus
band, Albert B. Wooster.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Patrick (1)
—Mrs. Ada Louise Green.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Peterson (1)
—Rev. O. H. Holland.
•
Mrs. Hope B. Lewis (1)—-Harriet
L. Calderwood.
Kenneth Joseph Black (D—Wil
liam Black.
Ruth Brown (1)—T. F. SundaySchool Class 1929-1936.
M: z. Annie L. Geary (D—her
parents. Charles and Annie Kit
tredge.
Mrs. Lora S. Poole (1)—her par
ents, William and Amanda Glidden.
Mrs. W. Y. Fossett (1)—Mrs.
Sarah G. Barter.
Harriet C. Vinal (1)—her father,
Woster S. Vinal.
Mrs. M ldred V. Hopkins (1)—
Ernest L. Vinal.

Monday night with its leader Mrs.
Theodore Nutting.

ter. Bertha Littlefield Williams.
Mi-s. Mary L. Arey (1)—her hus

M s Cleo Drew Shields was hostr.> Thursday night to the Nite
Hawks. Lunch was served.
The Butterflies met Saturday
w.th Mrs. Rebecca Arey.
A substantial sum was netted
from the cake and candy sale,
held at Senter Crane’s store Sat
urday. sponsored by Union Church.
A public hearing will be held
Saturday at 10 a. m. on the mat
ter of the road leading from the
steamboat wharf around the Sands
to consider the continuance cf the
read and repairs cn the same,
Dewey Brown will leave Wed

band, Edmund W. Arey.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Libby (D—
his father, T. E. Libby.
Fay P Coburn (1)—her mother,
Mrs. Lillian E. Coburn.
Mrs. Alvin Ccbb (1)—her mother,
Mrs. Nancy Hall.
Tyler M. Coombs (1)—Cera L.
Coombs.
Edith Roberts (D—Addie L. and
Elisha Roberts.
Mrs. Frank Rossiter < 1)—Mrs.
Mahala Leadbetter.
Mrs. Edith Erickson (1)—her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. William
Chetwynd.
Mrs. Cora Cailson (1)— her sis

her father. Smith Hcpkir.s.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Littlefield (1)
—Mr. and Mrs. I. W. Littlefield.

Mrs. Clyde E. Macintosh (1)—
her parents. Thomas O. and Mar

Graduation Honors

garet E. Libby.
Mrs. M. E. Coombs (1)—her
grandson Kenneth H. Deppel.
Charles C. Webster (1)—Mrs.

Six Winners At Stoninqton
Hiah School Named By
Principal Crozier

Marie D. Webster.
Charles E. Smith (D—Mrs. Janet
Smith.
Mrs. Carrie Fifield (1)—her hus

Graduation honors at Stonington
High School have been announced
by Principal Crozier. The six honor
parts were assigned in order of
scholastic averages to Charlotte
Goodrich, Helen Gray. Connie
Coombs, Marjorie Tewksbury, Phylene Sturdee and Herbert Jones.
Charlotte
Goodrich.
College
course, valedictorian, is the daughter
of Mrs. Annie Goodrich of Stoning
ton. She lost one year of school
because of sickness, but returned to
graduate later. She has been a
member of the Breeze board for
several years. She plans to attend
Colby College next year.
Helen Gray, the salutatorian, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. May
nard Gray of Stonington. She has
taken .the Scientific course and is
planning to attend college next
year. She has been a member of
the Breeze board, has taken part in
dramatics and other activities and
has contributed outstanding art
work to the Breeze.
Connie
Coombs,
Commercial
course, daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Coombs of Stonington won
the first honor essay. Connie is a
member of the Breeze board and
plays clarinet in the band. She will
enter Maine School of Commerce
in Bangor.
Marjorie Tewksbury, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Lewis Tewksbury of
Stonington won the second honor
essay. She is a member of the
Breeze board and a band member.
She has also been prominent in
dramatics and other school activi
ties. She will go to the U. of M.
next year.
Phylene Sturdee is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Sturdee cf
Stonington. She is a commercial
student, band member, and editor
of the Breeze. She tied with Mar
jorie in second place. 5he will at
tend Becker College in Worcester.
Herbert Jones is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. William Jones of Stoning
ton. He studied Scientific course at
S.H.S. He was a band member, has
served on the Breeze board, and has
been prominent in all school ac
tivities.
The honor roll for the last rank
ing period was: High, Robert Fi
field, Charlotte Goodrich, Helen
Gray, Caroline Turner. Vera Jones.
Jeanie Hutchinson. Margaret Hol
land, Walter Gray, Dorothy Barter,
Raymond Webb, Charlotte Turnpr,
Maynard Gray, Jackson Billings,
Lucia Beatrice, Collis Jones, Philip
Spaulding, Bcttina Robbins. Ma^v
Leali, May Burgess and Beth Blood.
Low. Elinor Blood, Martha Gro->s.
Grace Fifield, Herbert Jones, David
Sturdee, Phylene Sturdee, Carolyn
Billings, Natalie Eaton, Patricia

band, Herbert Webster Fifield.
Mrs. Margaret Glidden (D—her
brother, H. H. Vinal.
Mrs. Guy C. Peaslee (D—Mrs.

Augusta Peaslee.
Mrs. Carrie Mullen (D—her hus
band. Frank Mullen.
Carrie Crockett Coleman (1)—
her Sunday School teacher, Mrs.
Louisa Coburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Calderwood

born.

(1).
Sophronia Tolman (1) — her
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard C. Bur
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. gess (1).
Mrs. Mary Noyes tl)—her hus Walter Tolman.
Porter R. La wry’ knd family (1).
band, Charles F. Noyes.
Mrs. R. J. Bickford (1)—Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Bums (2).
Reuben and Ursa Smith Carver Minnie Smith.
Mr. and M:s. Oscar C. Lane (1).
(1)—her son, Jenold R. Smith.
Virgil C. Smith (D—his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Noyes (1).
Nellie N. Noyes <5)—Mr. and Llewllyn and Lottie Smith.
Mrs. Jennie Lenfest (1).
Mrs. Hugh Keay, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Nina B. McRae (1)—her
Mrs. Raymond Webster (1).
Chaney Noyes, Mr. and Mrs. Ru father. Almon L. Chetwymd.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Smalley (1).
fus C. Gray, Walter A. Noyes,
L. W. Sanborn, Dr. Herbert San
Mr. and; Mrs. C. F. Noyes ll).
Chaney E. Noyes.
born, Mrs. Pauline Hopkins tl)—
Eugene Burgess (1).
Mrs. Edna Coombs tl)—her hus Matia Sanborn.
Grace E. La wry (1).
band. Wilbur T. Coombs and her
Mrs. Lyford
Ross
tl)—her
Carrie F. Ginn (1).
father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. brother, Arthur B. Thomas..
Phillip and Betty Jane Brown
Danville Cole.
Mrs. Florence Smith tl)—Ben (1).
Mrs. Rebecca Arey tl)—her hus jamin K. Smith*
Mrs. William Bray (1).
band, Elroy L. Arey.
Lester E. Mullen tl)—his father,
Grace L. Robinson (1).
Ivan L. Nickerson <1>—Mr. and Frank V. Mullen.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Carver and
Mrs. Almon L. Chetwynd.
Mi's. Carrie Crockett Colemere children, Marilyn, Ruth and Al
David Duncan <1>—his mether, (2)—her mother. Mrs.
Almina bert, Jr. (l).
Ann McDonald Duncan.
Crockett and her sister, Mirs. Emma
The Pendletons (3).
Ethel Magwocd Burns and Ralph C. Hall.
Mrs. Anne E. Calderwood (1).
Arthur Burns (1)—Rev. and Mrs.
Mrs. Anna E. Headley (1)—Maria
Lucia B. Coombs (1). x
William Magwood, who so faith B., and Rufus G. Calderwood.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Miller and
fully served Union Church. 1913George W. Geary (1)>—his mother daughter, Mrs. Bertha Winslow.
1917.
Ethelyn Griffith Geaiy.
The Whittington family (1).
Doris Fifield Shields (1)—her
Mrs. Eva Johnston tl)—her sis
Theodore Nutting (1).
ter, Maude F. Shirley.
brother, Herbert Walker Fifield.
Mrs. H. L. Thomas (1).
Mrs. J. E. Cunningham (llMrs. Minnie M. Smith (5)—her
E. G. Carver (1).
Earl and Ivan E. Cunningham.
husband. Leroy R. Smith.
Albra Vinal Smith (1).
Mrs. Annie R Black (D—her
Mrs. Annie Hopkins Drew t2)—
Keith Carver (1).
her parents. Smith and Patience
husband. Joseph S. Black.
Primary Sunday School (1).
Louise
Philbrook
(1) — her Hopkins.
Christian Ende a vor < 1).
mother, Mrs. Fannie M. Philbrook.
Alfred Headley (1)—Sarah and
From a friend (3).
Mrs. Raymond Briggs (1)—Me. Isaac Headley.
Twenty-two hymnals were given
and Mrs. Freeman S. Hamilton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Worster (2) by A. S. Barnes & Comapny.
Leland
C. Roberts
(1)—his —grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Wil
mother, Mrs. Margaret McDonald liam West. Sr., grand parents Mr.
NORTH HAVEN
and Mrs. Howard Curtis.
Roberts.
Mrs. Harold Thayer spent the
Mrs. F. L. Roberts (1) — her [ Mary Kossuth (1)—her daugh
weekend in Bath.
father and mother, Elbridge L. ' ter. Arlena Kossuth.
Mrs. Irven Stone and son Douglas
Mrs. Bertha Raymond 12)—her
Rclfe and Frances 'Rolfe.
are
passing the week in Vinalhaven
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Roberts (1) husband, Dr. H. L. Raymond and
visiting
relatives. They will then
mother Marcia Healey.
—Myrtie Roberts Prosser.
go
to
Rcckland
to join Mr. Stone
Rufus Mont Arey < 12)—(5) Mrs.
Sarah G. Smith (1)—her niece,
who
has
employment
there.
Eliza E. Arey, (5) Rufus Arey, (1) Blanch E. Smith.
Mrs. Wincna Brown and daughter
Mrs. Inez A. Nutting, (1) Oliver G.
Mr. and Mrs. I. G. Calderwood
Nutting.
(2)—his father, Emery A. Calder Ivaloo returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Jessie Carver and daughter
Phyllis J. Black (1)—Jeannie F. wood and his mether, Susan G.
Calderwood.
Marion have returned from Port
Black.
Laura B. Sanborn <1)—'Linda
Mrs. Evelyn Arey Hall (1)—her land.
music teacher. Linda A. Jones.
Jones.
Mrs. Winona Howard is visiting
Beulah Gilchrist (1)—Mr. an i
Eliza Patterson (1)—her grand her parents Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Mrs. John Gilchrist and Andrew parents, Harry and Jane Hopkins. Whitmore.
Cassie.
Mrs. Sarah E. Libby tl)—her
Jasper Beverage spent the week
end in town.
Mervin Snow was in Rockland

Saturday to attend the funeral of Vangeli, Gwenevere Robbins, Linda

Burgess, Edward Blackmore, Carroll
Haskell, Linnie Dunham, Lawrence
Japanese plywood is selling in Blood. Thomas Warren, Donald
Mexico 50 percent below the price Trundy, Philip MacDonald, Alvah
Hutchinson and Everett Billings.
for the American product.

his aunt, Mrs. Mae S. Beverage.

36-It

om apartment to let with
ne location; one car garage
im plot available. Call H S.
re; 723-R
36-tf
>oin apartment
cellar, toilet.

(1) — Mildred

The Red Cross will meet Wednoday at tlie Latter Day Saints
Church rooms.
Schools w 11 close Friday fcr a
vacation cf two weeks.
Mrs. George Gray (1)—her par
Union Church Circle will serve
ents.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert White.
supper Thursday at the vestry.
Mrs.
Leon Sanborn (D—Mr. and
Ocean Bound Rebekah Ledge will
Mrs.
Fied
B. Snowman.
meet tonight.
Mrs.
Jeanette
Carver Cl)—her
Hiram Young came Saturday
parents,
D.
H.
Glidden
and Clara
lrcin Portsmouth, N. H.
Mis. Mary Duncan has been Glidden.
Laura, Harry. Leon and Helen (1)
drawn for jury cn the next term
—
their father. J. H. Sanborn.
of court.
Emma
L. Winslow (1)—her sis
The Fox Islanders 4-H Club met

nesday for Richford, Vt.

(1)—Andrew mother. Annie Mills Creed.

Mrs. Nina B. McRae (D—her Cassie.
mother, Mrs. Jessie E. Chetwynd.
Mrs. G. C. Peaslee tl)—her hus
Mr. and Mrs. Louie Smith (1)— band. G. C. Peaslee.
Mr. and Mrs. Llewllyn Smith.
J. E. Norton (D—William C. Nor
Mrs. Mertie M. Carver (1)—her ton.
husband. Lafayette C. Carver.
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw tl)—'her
Mrs. Mary E. Holbrook (1)—her mother, Mary E Rossiter.
husband. Christopher Holbrook.
Calvin Vinal tl)—Mrs. Mahala
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Patterson Vinal.
(1)—his grandmother. Mrs. Jane E.
Mr. and Mis. Colin Wood tl)—
Hopkins and his father Arthur U. Mrs. Harry Wilson.
Patterson.
, Mrs. Ira Sm.th tl)—her mother,
Mrs. Allston Roberts (D—Mary j Mrs. C. B. Vinal.
C. and Herman T. Arey.
Mrs. Thomas J. Lyons (1)—Mrs.
Mrs. Barbara Fraser (1)—her ' Flora Jameson.
husband Alexander Fraser.
Elizabeth D. Ross tl) — her
Mrs. Carrie E. Paige (1)—her mother, Mrs. Mary Rcss.
husband, Luther C. Paige.
j Frances L. Gilchrist tl)—her
Mrs. C. L. Bcman (1)—Mrs. Au • father, Ernest Macintosh.
Margie Chilles (D—her mother, gusta Bcman.
Harry, Laura, Leon and Helen
Margaret Coombs and sister Lettie
Mrs. Carrie Hopk.ns Eurns tl)— ' (1)—their mother, Villa M. San

Margaret Lowe (1)—Mr. and Moore.
Mrs. John Lcwe.
Miles Sukeforth
Fla villa Arey Anderson (1)—her Sukeforth.

i, Delicious,

Mrs. Mary Cassie

Virginia White Cl)—her grand
mother, Lida White.
Louise Carver Calderwood (llMrs. Carrie L. Carver and Fran
cis S. Carver.
Mrs. Ralph Bickford (D—Mrs.
Lida White.
Floyde Hopkins (D—Hattie A.
Hopkins.
Mr. and Mrs. John F. West (2)—
their daughters, Janet E„ and Ber
tha J. West.
Jean Carver II)—her mother,
Mrs. Eugenia F. Carver.
Thelma E. Fraser (1)—her father,
Frank V. Mullen.
Janet Nichols and Wendall Smith
(D—their mother, Mrs. Georgie
Etta Smith.
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Former owners of lowest-priced cars say:

upstairs to
»13 month.

Id
10 Fulton Ft or Tel
B BARTER__________ _36-tf
sm apartment to let. all
pered and painted 47 NORTH
City__________________ 36*38
maston 3 apts to let 4 5 or
ind bath See MR FRISBEE
19 Greene St_________ 34*36
unfurnished rooms to let
porch and toilet
Inquire
St TEL 156-W.
31-tf
SHED
n part merits
to
let
3RK 111 Pleasant St
29-tf
to let at 15 Grove St. MRS
"OL1 INS Tel 579-W
26-tf
,f tenement with bath to let
novated Opposite Maine Cenon Rent reasonable Inquire
\TA. The Men's Shop. Main
'*- Rockland
26 tf
store with three rooms and
ear 73 Park St Center store
♦6 week V. F STUDLF7Y.
8t______________________ 36 tf
om furnished, heated apt
lutomattc hot water. At 15
St. H M FROST. Tel 318-W

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

Montih/y Jbymenfs on my Pontiac are
SO smaff I hardly notice the difference!”

apt

iNEOUS
Is notification that I have
Infracted any bills m the
my husband and any obllga
Ich I have assumed I have
personally and in niy own

De Luxe "Torpedo” Six Two-Door Sedan, $87$* {white sidewall tires extra)

HYLLIS KENNEY. Rockland.
__________________ 36*38

Tbrfffac
m tuts

Roofing and Painting Co.
apered. $5 up. complete with
lal and labor Celling whitened
TEL 270-W.
28-tf
U REAL’ MUTUAL AUTOMOINSVMANCE COMPANY
ncord. New Hampshire
iSSETS. DEC 31. 1940
ite,
$35,000 00
Bonds.
312.528 34
Office and Bank.
58.152 21
Balances,
13 298 25
and Rents.
• 2.181 63
Assets,
47 303 16

Assets.

tern- not admitted.

$468,463 59

8.634 36

•tted.
$459,829 23
JILITIEB DEC 31 1940
aid Losses.
$104,517 44
Liabilities
9.094 53
over all Liabilities. 346.217 26
Liabilities and

$459,829 23
»-T-3»

Left to right: Jackie Lee
aged 2; his “mnwer,” Mrs.
Brown; and “Jerry" Ernest
aged 6(4 months. A North
home.

Brown,
Ernest
Brown,
Haven

“For God and Country”

WINSL0W-H0LBR00K
POST, NO. 1
Limerock St.,
Rockland

Thursday night marked another
milistone ’n the history ol Wins
low-Holbrook Post No. 1. Under
the skillful direction of Commander
Seabury, the 22nd birthday of The
American Legion was celebrated
with one of the most successful
parties ever held by the Post.
At 6 30 Ccmrade Howard Dunbar,
assisted by Mrs. Dunbar and the
Auxiliary, served one of their fa
mous dinners to over 80 Legion
naires and guests. During the
supper and through the evening,
music and singing was enjoyed with
Comrade Frank Young and his or
chestra. At the piano, Professor
Lundell, violin, Albert Marsh, sax
ophone, Elmer Trask, cornet Frank
Yeung, drums Fred Harden and
soloist, Miss Bertha McIntosh.
A three layer birthday cake, made
by Mrs. Albert Wallace, who is an
artist in this line, was presented to
Commander Seabury very gracious
ly by Mrs. Mary Dinsmore, presi
dent of the Auxiliary. Later, after
Mary got her strength back, she
presented Commander Seabury a
nice check for the Post, a gift from
the Auxiliary. Hats off to the
ladies.
After supper Chaplain, Eugene
Lamb, opened the meeting with
prayer, and after the advance of
the Colors, and reciting the Pre
amble, Commander Seabury dis
pensed with the regular order cf
business. Next came the entertain
ment. Songs and yodeling .with
their own accompaniment, was pre

headlines in trie near future

irren St Inquire at 12 WAR11 JAMES nsV
26-tX

_ Trespassers on mv propbc prosecuted to full extent
aw; also will be prosecuted
ruction of warning signs.
1LOMAKI. Warren.
34*36
.C> Notice- -This is to notify
is that from this date on I
ao bills, only those contracted
If
EBEN KENNEY. March
35*37

teith.

Ruth and Otto Proctor. A fine
future is predicted for these two
hard workers.
Tlie comrades
showed their appreciation and the
youngsters were called back for a
double encore. They will make the

apartment to let, modern
ces. hard wood floors. Three
lth and kitchenette
Apply
Ion St . or TEL 158 or 723-R
26 tf
---------- hed

Schools in town closed Friday for
one weeks' vacaticn.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Carter were
heme over the weekend.
Mrs. Mabel Jones and Mrs. Bes
sie Gray are employed at the home
of John Billings.
Mary Billings was home from
U. of M. over the weekend.
Mrs. Maurice Barter of Isle au
Haut is at Margaret Hutchinson’s
Nursing home.
" George Gray has returned from
Vinalhaven.
Betty KnoRlton and Evelyn
Knowlton of North Deer Isle visi
ted Saturday with Mis. Anr.ie
Richardson and M fa Abbie Mon-

ONLY $25 MORE FOR AN

EIGHT IN ANY MODEL!

This

ADVERTISEMENT is addressed to
those owners of lowest-priced ears
who have often wished they could
own a Pontiac, hut ne'er felt they could afford
one. Its purpose is to tell you that you can
afford a Pontiac and to show you why you can.
First, Pontiac, far from being an expensive
car, is actually a low-priced car—in fact, just a
very few dollars more than ’’the lowest-priced
three.’’ As a result, vour present car will, in all
probability , easily cover the down payment on
• Pontiac.
,,
Second, if the size of your monthly payment

is an important item to you, you may easily
arrange the number of payments so that
the amount of each payment fits vour pocket
book. No wonder former lowest-priced car
owners are saying: "Monthly payments on my
Pontiac are so little more I hardly notice the
difference!”
What’s more, many owners will tell you that
in the long run, you actually pay no more for a
Pontiac—you simply invest a little more, be
cause you will eventually get those few extra
dollars back again in a higher allowance at
trade-in time! See your Pontiac dealer today!

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.
12 BAYVIEW STREET,

Geraldine Fitzgerald and Jeffrey Lynn carry the romantic interest in
’Flight From Destiny," the novel and powerful film drama.

*ntt

CAMDEN, MAINE

c. w.

712 MAIN STREET,

Israel Freedman has returned
from the Furniture Show dn Bos
ton.
Zetta Smith is passing a vaca
ticn ,in Cushing.
In the Junior Oratorical Con
test Friday the prize for boys went
to Will.am Gray and the ,prize fcr
girls to Carolyn Eillings.
Principal and Mrs. Ciozicr with
9on Raymond and daughter Rose
Marie are passing a vacation at
their home in Brcwnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Collins
have returned from a visit with
their son in Barnet. Vt.
Margaiet Drew. Edna Canham,
Zetta Smith, Edith Rosbcrough
and Mr. Masoillo of the faculty
are passing the vacation at their
homes.
Mrs. Melissa Brackett of Dix
field, president of the Rebekah as
sembly will be guest April B of
Rockbound Lodge.
Mrs. Albert Morey has joined
Mr. More}- in Quincy where they
will make their home.
Leah Holland has employment
in Boston.
Archie Hutchinson has returned
from a visit with his brother Her
man in Walpole, Mass.

ing and get more up-to-date news
cn Legion activities. Your Legion
caid is the key to service in your
Pest. The Legion program is a
refuge in time of trouble to all exservice men. Shew your apprecia
tion by membership and service.

NEW “CISCO KID” FILM
Showing At Park Theatre
Today and Wednesday

sented by those 13-year-old twins,

____________26 t-f

-----------

STONINGTON

A Happy Trio

The Strand Theatres next fea
ture attraction. "Flight From Des
tiny" is, according to an announce
ment from the management of the
theatre, a picture crammed with
thrills and suspense yet it is dif
ferent in its treatment of an ex
citing theme.
Thomas Mitchell. Geraldine Fitz
gerald
and Jeffrey Lynn head the
PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT 8828’
FOR THE DE LUXE "TORPEDO” SIX
cast of players. Mitchell. Academy
BUSINESS COUPE
Award winner for his portrayal of
★ Delivered at Pontiac, Mich. State tax,
the
doctor in “Stagecoach." plays
optional equipment, accessories—extra.
Prices subject to change without notice.
the role of an elderly professor who
learns Chat he has only six
months to five. A philosophical
HOPKINS, INC.
fellow, he decides that he must
ROCKLAND, MAINE
find fmme way to put that six

months to good use.
He finds out from the wife of
his best friend that her husband
is in some sort of trouble but re
fuses to reveal it. On further in
vestigation he discovers that his
friend, who is an artist, has been
painting copies of original master
pieces which a
cold-blooded,
scheming woman, played by Mona
Maris, sells as authentic painting.
When he becomes disgusted with
his occupation and wants to quit,
his phoney art dealer employer
threatens to expose him. Mitchell,
who fears nothing since learning
of his illness, steps in and clears
things up for his friend in a very
i definite manner.

A cornet duet by Comrade Young
and his star pupil, Erlon Beal, was
next on the program. Comrade
Beal Jr , is the son of an active
member and a member of the
Drum Corps. His ability on the
cornet is a pleasure to his folks,
and a credit to his teacher. His
personality and love of music will
lead to success.
“Wrap Ycur Dreams In the Red.
White and Blue,” a solo by Miss
Bertha McIntosh, with Mrs. Gen
eva Richardson at the piano, was
very appropriate to the spirit of
the American Legion. Every one of
the entertainers were Legionnaires
at heart by their giving of “Service
to the Leg on." They have the
thanks and appreciation of the
Post..
The past commanders, who were
gusts cf henor, were presented by
Commander Seabury, and each
gave a short talk on the bright
spots in the term they served as
commander. Past-Ccmmander Mo
ran introduced the rectyds of the
first meeting cf the Pest, held at
the Grand Army hall. May 9, 1919
At this meeting, the Late Walter H
Butler was elected chairman and
Joseph Robinson secretary. At the
next meeting Comrade Butler be
came the first commander of
Winslow-Holbrook Post.
Under the leadership of Miss Mc
Intosh, the comrades Joined in
singing “God Bless America.” To
complete the pregram were two
fine moving pictures, ‘‘Singing
Wheels' ’ and "History of The
American Flag," enjoyed through
the ccurtesy of George Scott of Bel
fast.
Plans are well under way for the
party and entertainment to be held
at Community Building the last of
April. Be at the next regular meet-

That charming rascal—the Cisco
Kid, Is back with new and thrilling
adventures in “Romance of the Rio
Grande." Suave, handsome Cesar
Rcmero again brings O. Henry’s
cclorful caballero to life.
Its two-time romance and twice
the trouble when the Cisco Kid
meets his double in Old Arizona
Here’s how it happens; The double,
a gentleman from Spain who is on
his way to take possession of a rich
ranch, is attacked by his scheming
cousin's henchmen. Cisco befriends
the youth and goes on to the ranch
where in a series of thrilling epi
sodes he outwits the scheme.
Full of thrilling action from
start to finish, "Romance of the
Rio Grande" has a top-notch cast
of fine featured players. Patrcicia
Morison and Lynne Roberts vie for
the handsome Cisco, while Rioardo
Cortez turns in a fine characteriza
tion as the evil schemer intent on
getting the richest ranch north of
tlie border fcr himself. As always,
Chris-Pin Martin, the Cisco's Kid
comic lieutenant, comes in with
his usual quota of laugh-provoking
antics.

AS TO QUALITY

glarantp:ed as to
STRENGTH!

COTE’S
MAGIC WATER
For 40 Years the Reliable Clean
ing Compound.
Ask for (he
Genuine — COTE’S.

Full 32-ounce Bottle.
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Mrs. Warren Knights was guest
Mrs. Melissa Brackett of Dixfield,
of honor at a party in observance president of the Maine Rebekah
of hrr birthday given Saturday Assembly, recently made an offi
night by her sister and brother-in- cial visit to Maiden Cliff Rebekah
law Mr and Mrs. Weston Young. Lodge and Puritan Rebekah Lodge
Members of the Rook Club were the at Tenant's Harbor. She was guest
guests and prizes at rook were of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Crosby of
awarded Mrs. Howard Cole of Union street.
Rockland, W G Maloney. Mrs.
Albert Spitzner cf Keene, N. H
Knights and Mr. Cofp
Refresh was a recent visitor in town.
ments Included two birthday cakes.
Mr. and Mrs. James Diplock are
Mr and Mrs. George Harlow occupying the Hodgman house on
(Charlotte Jones) who were mar Curtis avenue.
ried Thursday night in Rockland
Mrs. Nellie "Bucklin is confined
have returned after a wedding trip
to her heme because cf a bad ankle
to Portland and Boothbay Harbor.
sprain she received Saturday.
Tlie board of directors of the
Tlie Coast Guard Cutter "Pine" i
Girls NY A will meet Thursday at
is receiving general repairs cn the
3 o'clock at Knox Hotel, guests ways of the Shipbuilding <fe Marine
cf Mrs. Richard O. Elliot.
Railways. The ferry boat, "Nancy
Pine Cone Troop G.rl Scouts Helen” has been launched and a
will meet Wednesday night to ob scow from Eastport has been towed
serve its 15th anniversary.
in to the yard for repairs
Misses Martha and Joyce WhiteMrs. Dolly Green is employed by
hill returned home Sunday after Lucien K. Green and Son in Rock
spending'a few days in New York land.
and Boston, visiting friends and
The Friday Club will meet at
lelatiVes enroute.
Green Gables this week, thence to
The officers and top non-commissioned cfficcrs of Battery F. Front row: Lieut. Francis Ahern of Man
Mss. Olive Hahn went yesteday Mrs. Frank Handley's, Trim street
to Winchester, Mass , to visit her for the last meeting of the season. chester, N. II., 1st Lieut. Ralph Calkin of Washington, battery commander; Lieut. Logan Bullitt of Falmouth
Foreside, Lieut. I^eighton Dudley of Houlton. Second row: Staff Sergeant Willard Howard of Union, Mess
sister and brother-in-alw, Mr. and
University of Maine students in Sergeant of the battery, 1st Sergeant Fred I.ibby of Thomaston, the “Top Kick;” Sergeant Freeland Staples of
Mrs. Harry Pilkington.
town for vacation are: Barbara Rockland, who is the Supply Sergeant for the outfit.
—'Photo by Cullen.
The Friendly Club is arranging Johnson, Lester Gross, Norman
for a public entertainment to be Marriner, Austin Rankin, Mark In to a group of friends in honor
given in the Federated vestry April graham, Louts Hary, Harry Hodson, of his ninth birthday at the home
2. The committee in charge is Milton Dyer and Thomas Dickens. of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
administration building as a non
(Continued from Page Three)
Mrs. Nina Leach and Mrs. Btrnice
Mss Carolyn Hopkins of Colby Dexter. Tlie table decorations were
commissioned
officers club. These
Knights.
College, Ls spending the vacation in keeping with Easter, tlie birth what would have happened had I buildings are built of ordinary sid
The
meeting of
Mayflower with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. day cake being one with marsh attempted to take some in the ing and are not finished, all tim
Temple, P S . was very well attend Adin L Hopkins.
mallow bunnies around it. Sand wrong place, but, a 45 gat on the bers show on the inside of the
ed Friday night. Supper was in
Miss Bertha Cluson of tlie High wiches. punch, ice cream and birth guard's hip was a gentle reminder buildings and neither are they
charge ol Mrs. Elizabeth Grafton. School faculty, spent the weekend day cake were Served. Games in that if he wanted to get tough, he paiirted, inside or out, but, they are
Mis. Dorothy Horsley and Mrs. in Gardiner.
cluding an Easter egg hunt were had the gear to work with, so. the warm and dean, they have excel
Celia Grafton. St. Patrick’s Day
Col. and Mrs. E. L. Taylor, daugh enjoyed. Those present were; Don shots you see in the paper today lent heating systems and the men
decorations of green and white ter Ahgeline and a guest, are ald Cookson, Donald Rossiter, Rob were all taken in the right places
themselves keep them as dean as a
were u.-ed' Alter the business spending tlie week at "Hurricane ert Tlicma.s. Jack Grinnell, Freddie and at the right times.
whistle. They are as much better
meeting, Mrs. Dora Maxey and Mrs. Cottage," Chestnut street.
Hale, Herbert Gary, Richard Gross,
Tire mess halls were visited dur- than the World War camps as can
Ada Chadw.ck presented an enter
Arthur Dexter was host Saturday Douglas Joy, Alec Knight, Stuart ing the noon meal and the food was be imagined.
tainment which included a song,
Dexter and the host.
excellent, I sampled a goodly
Co-operation between the officers,
•End of a Perfect Day,' Mis. Grace the meeting, in April, will be an
Andrew Sides and son of Boston amount in both places. All food is non-commissioned officers and men
Andrews, accompanied by Mrs. nounced.
purchased through the harbor de is of a high order and not a word
are guests in town.
Maxey; reading, "A IModern Cin
Warren Henry has employment
Dr. Douglas Thom and son Rob fense commissary at Fort Williams of discontent was heard in a full
derella," Mrs. Katherine Crawford; in Vermont.
ert cf Milton. Mass., are visiting in and is delivered twice a week while day on the post. There are men
guessing contest, conducted by Mrs.
The Pathfinders will have charge
perishables are delivered daily. from practically every town in Knox
Maxey; reading on "Rookies," Mrs. of the evening service Sunday at town.
a
surgical
Didn t hear a single growl about, county in these units as well as a
Barbara Knowlton is
Maxey; song, "My Wild Irish Rose," Federated Church. Rcbert Beatthe
grub all day, which is unusual large number of selectees, most of
Mrs. Etta Benner and Mrs. Celia tie, the president, assisted by the patient at Community Hospital.
in
any
man’s army.
whom come from the State of
Grafton in old-fashioned costumes. other members, will lead in a wor
Tire Gcod Cheer Class will meet
All
three
batteries
have
day
•
Maine,
The serving of refreshment!! con ship service, "In the Temple,” fol Tuesday night at the Parish HOuse
The Regular Army has in the
cluded the evening. The supper for lowing which a play, "The Forgot to do Red Cross \/ork, and refresh rooms, or recreation rooms, but,
very
little
furniture
to
outfit
them,
past
looked down on the National
the next meeting is in charge of ten Four,” based on Harold Cop ments will be served.
Chairs, setees, radios, books, maga- • Guard as a crowd of civilians who
Mis. Addie Jones, Mrs. Cora ping’s picture, "Tlie Hopes cf the
Maiden Cmf Rebekah Lodge will zines and games are needed to help I liked to play soldier, even as have
Knights, and Mrs. Dora Maxey and World," will be presented. In the entertain the Past Noble Grands
the citizens of some communities
Mrs. Mertie Grover, Mrs. Celia cast are: Robert Beattie, Gay Stet Wednesday night. Supper will be the boys pass their idle hours.
There is a recreation building for where the guard was stationed,
Grafton and Mrs. Elizabeth Graf son, Nancy Izbby, Rcbert Carter, served at 6.30. Those not solicited
the post in which there is shown , Today the regulars are realizing
ton comprise the entertainment Lorraine Butler, Alice Jenkins, will take pie.
movies on Tuesday, Thursday and j that the Guard is as good, if not
committee.
Constance Knights, Merita Butler,
Mrs. Ora Brcwn w.ll entertain the Friday nights. Wednesday evening ' better, soldiers than they and have
Francis Tillson came home from Ralph Pieipont, Keith Beattie.
Garden Club at her home on Union is reserved for the weekly boxing gone ahead in the mammoth task
Batii to spend the weekend with
George Colburn of Lincolnville street at 2.30 Tuesday. The pro
his family.
Beach was guest Sunday of Mr. and gram will be presented by Mrs. matches and there is an occasional i of training the selectees with a
band concert by the regimental thoroughness that is fast buildi'ig
W.lllams-Brazier Auxiliary met Mrs. Ralph Crawfcrd.
Leon Bryant.
band from Fort Williams on Mon- a huge, efficient national army. The
Friday at the home cf Mrs. Edna
Mrs. William Robinson and Mrs.
The
Congregational
Ladies'
Circle
day evenings.
' citizens have come to realize that
Smith. Plans were made for a food Fred Campbell held high scores at
Tire only means cf reaching Port- these boys who played at being solsale to be held Friday afternoon at the meeting of the Contract Club will meet Wednesday with Mrs.
Donaldson's store.
Mrs. Letitia last Friday at the heme of Miss Jenness French at her home in land is on the Quartermaster Corps [ diers, are soldiers of the best kind
tugs, General Randcl and General and the men cn whom the defense
Starrett and Mrs. Edna Smith were Lucy Rokes. Mrs. Maynard Spear Lincolnville Beach.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Crone spent Batchelder who go loaded every of this nation rests. An army that
appointed to make arrangements will be hostess this week.
and all auxiliary members are re
The Epwortli League will Hold a the weekend in South Paris, where trip that the soldiers can get leave is drafted in a hurry, as this the
: present one is. is only as good as
quested to donate food. Question- food sale at Donaldson's store Sat they were guests of Mrs. Crone's for a few hours.
Each battery. E and F, have three the men who are charged with
na res to be filled out were distrib urday at 2 o'clock. Misses Sally parents.
The Methodist Ladies’ Aid So bunk houses apiece which are two I training them and those so called
uted among the members and these Gray, Marjorie Woodcock, Ruth
she uld be completed and returned Miller, and Jean Crie are the com ciety will . meet Wednesday at 2 stories in height, supply room. m“ss play soldiers are doing a splendid
o'clock with Mrs. Weston P. Hol shack, and administration building, job of it. Hats off to those National
to the secretary. Mis. Helen Lynch, mittee.
as soon as |x;ssible. It was decided
Arthur S Taylor went Sunday man. Tiie annual election and in F. Battery has taken part of their Guardsmen.—By Sidney Cullen.
to meet at the new quarters Wed to Portland to attend a school of stallation of officers will be held.
Mi s Hazel Witherspoon is em
nesday afternoon to do cleaning. instruction several days.
IN SOCIETY
Our Grange Corner
ployed at the office of tne Ship
Any numbers able to help will be
Miss Marion Miller, a student at
very welcome. At tlie conclusion University of Maine, is spend.ng a building & Marine Railway.
Mr. and Mi's. Wallace H. Bragg,
North Haven Grange met SaturMLss Emma L. Philbrook cf North
of the business refreshments were ten-day recess with her father.
who were called to Pawtucket, R. day night. An interesting program
Haven has been guest of Mrs. Etta I., by the illness and death of Mrs., was presented by the lecturer.
served by Mrs. Charlotte Gray, Mrs. Samuel Miller.
Lynch and Mrs. Smith. Flans for
Earl Lermcnd of Swampscott, Hall and has returned to North Ha Bragg's mother, Mrs. Emma A. I Arthur Emerson. Special musical
Mass., is visiting his brother and ven.’
Mott, have returned to their home numbers were presented by Roger
Miss Lena Ames who has been in Soutn Thomaston.
sister-in-law, Mr. and Ms. Guy
i Raymond, William Hopkins. Phyl’is
pending the past week in Bosjon
Lermcnd.
------' Thayer, Irene Spinney. Virginia
In the recer.t elections of the where she attended the Flower
Mrs. Harriet Leverrraler and son Beverage, Harvey Calderwood and
Show, returned home Saturday.
Bowdoin College Chapter of the
Atwood Levensaler of Cambridge, Elmer Carver. The Sewing Circle
MLss Helen Stone spent the week
Zeta Psi fraternity, Bradford
Mass., are guests of Mrs. E. x>. In- t nieets Thursday afternoon with Mrs.
end witli friends in Orono.
Jealous, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lionel
graham for a brief visit.
Nellie Beverage. A dance will be
The BaptLst Ladies' Circle will
F. Jealous cf 147 Main street.
------held Friday at the Grange hall
Thomaston, was chcsen to the meet Wednesday at.emoon at the
Ruth
Mayhew
Tent
met
Monday
j
sponsored
Jointly by the Grange and
church parlors.
executive committee.
Active in
with a short pregram. The Tent i the High School,
Charles Clifford, formerly of this
class and hrterfratemity Athletics,
voted to send the president, Mrs
a successful Grange officers Contown,
died Sunday in Gofftown,
and in the Bowdoin Political Forum.
Lina Carroll to Portland to the re- ference was held Saturday night
N H Funeral services will be held
Mr Jealous is a member of this
ception to the national president. at Goodwill Grange. South Warren,
frem the Gcod funeral home Wed
year's senior class.
Mrs. Blanche Shadie will be chair- ' writh the masters conferring with
nesday at 11 o'clock.
Mrs. M. T. Simmons who with
man of the next supper, April 7. state Grange Master F. Ardine
The Camden Business Mens As
Mrs. Katie Seavey of Rockland has
The fifth in the series of beano par- Richardson of Strong; the lecturers
sociation
will hold its monthly
been visiting Mr. and Mrs., Fred
ties will be held in the afternoon with Hartley M Stewart of Houl
Seavey at Hopedale. Mass., has re smoker Wednesday night. Warden with Mrs. Carroll as chairman. The ton; the secretaries with Mrs. Nellie
turned heme. During their visit John H. Welsh of the Maine State Daughters were invited to Mrs. Hascall cf Aubunr; and chairmen
they attended the Flower Show in Prison will give an illustrated lec Susie Karl’s, H gh street Wednes of the Home Welfare Committees
ture on Penology. The committee day fcr Red Cros,s sewing.
Boston.
with Mrs. Fostena Howes of Pitts
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Fo:bus who in charge cf the arrangements is
field, brate chairman. Among guests
are at present located in Portland made up of the following: Percy
The Methodist Junior Auxil ary were Mrs. Richardson of Strong,
are visiting friends in town this Drake. F. W. Miller. F. E. Morrow. will meet at the home of Mrs. Guy State Grange Flora and Lloyd
E. B. Prescott and S. Polisner. All Wilson Wednesday night.
week.
Crockett ol North Haven, deputy of
members and their friends are corLimercck Valley Pomona. Granges
d ally invited—7.39 p. m.
Paul Johnson of Steuben has been represented at the conference were
The Coast Guard Service has told visiting Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Norton.
from Union, Washington, East
Representative Margaret C. Smith
Union. Cushing. Martinsville, Rock
M . and Mrs. F. E. Dunbar are
that it w.ll give consideration to
land. Glencove, St. George, Cam
practical steps for navigation pro ipending a vacation at the Riviera i den. North Haven. Waldoboro and
tection cn Curtis Island at the en Hotel, Daytona, Fla.
South Warren. The conference was
WALK-OVER
trance cf Camden Harbor. The
E. W Farris returned Sunday to >preceded by a meeting at which
Camden LhipbuJd r.g and Marine the
JODHPUR
home cf his daughter. Mra | baUoting was exemplified
Railway asked that an automatic
An invitation has been extended
Morn by Army, Nary and fly
Frank Thompson, Jr., Masonic
gong be installed there.
treet, after three month's stay at to the new Pleasant Valley Grange '
ing officers for the past d«TClub to meet Thursday n ght with I
Preserves
the
beauty
of
fine
Knox Hospital.
ade. Today, in the spirit of the
Mr. and Mrs Raymond Andersen at |
hardwood floors. Resists scuff
times, it’s the choice of active
"
' '
259
Taibot avenue. This club is
David G. Hodgkins, Jr. returns to
ing. Stands hard wear.
men everywhere for town or
v p e w r iters
day frem Bcston. where he attend steadily growing in popularity.
country. Easy hoot toe. An
'd the New England Council cf Op Games, stunts and music are en
$1.25 qt.
tique brown Norge Calf.
joyed by all. Any and all Grangers
All Makes—New and Used
tometrists at Statler Hotel.
are
welcome. The five-cent fee
New
Portables,
J. A. JAMESON CO.
McLAlN
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50, $54.50
Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald H. Fuller goes to the regalia fund Th s week
S
SHOE STORE
743 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND. ME
who have been spending the WinteF a variety lunch will be served. Wom
Jr
432 Main St., Roekland
Rockland Typewriter Co. in Miami, were recent guests at the en are asked to take their own se
TEL. 17
71 Park St.
Rockland
Tel. 297-W
Riviera Hotel in Daytona.
lection cf ref.eslrments.

INVASION OF FORT LEVETT

Ten years
A, in
the
service

Protects Floors!

Mrs. Ruth Orbeton Tattan and
daughter Dcnna Mae of Summit.
N. J are visiting at tire home of
Mr and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker.
Mr and Mrs Charles Clark of
Hope Valley, R I. are visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cavanaugh.
| Mrs. Edith Buzzell and Mrs.
Leona Salisbury entertained three
tables of bridge Friday night at
j the home cf the former cn Ames
bury Hill. High score was won by
Miss Arlene Ingrahanr with Mrs.
I Hildred Rider receiving second
prize and M:s. Dorothy Crockett,
consolation.
Lunch was served
following play.
Others present,
were: Mrs. Marion Richards. Mrs.
• N.na Carrcll. Mrs. Alice Priest,
Mis. Margaret Eckman. Mrs. Elsie
Hawkins, Mrs. Marion Ingraham.
Miss Helen Small and Mrs. Lina
Joyce.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Desy
(Claire Cavanaugh) whose mar
riage took place Feb. 12 in Rock
land. with Rev. John S. Lowe offi
ciating, liave gone to Pittsfield,
Mass., to reside where Mr-. Desy
has employment at the Menard
Poultry Farm. Their address is
2100 Baker road. P.ttsfield. MLss
Cavanaugh is tire daughter of Mr.
and1 Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh.
Capt. and Mrs. George Torrey of
Deer Isle spent Friday at tlie home
of his brother Capt. Ernest M Tor
rey.
Mj-. and Mrs. Dwight Snow were

J

the program will be followed by
the annual business meeting and
election of officers.
Orris Bums, Jr., returned Sunday
, to Ft. McKinley after spending the
weekend with his parents.

India has increased its income
and excess profits taxes.

COME IN ANO LET ME

TEST YOUR
WATCH, FREE!

The Courier-Gaze
pleased to receive
of social interest
Ruth Ward Mazzeo
directly to this offi
Mrs. Ogarita Rose
land was weekend
pother, Mrs. Ix>ola
street.

Mrs. Howard G. Pi.
tahres two tables ol
Frank W. Fuller's too
luncheon. This is Mi
^[•s. Philbrook's Mot
winch Mrs. Philbrct
for the Winter.
Bcston Sunday paj
item of interest loca.
ward IL W- wall and
tlia of Smith College
the mid-year .season
N C. for a bit of go;

Demand that your watch
repair work be accom
panied by a printed proof
of accuracy. On all repair
work we use the

'Master

DANIELS
JEWELERS
370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.

Ridi-Smart

Miss Margaret Rogt
In tlie Bar Harboi
spending a week's va<
iome. Spruce .street,

Mrs. H. Nelson Mi
Vlr. und Mrs. Percy R
Vork were in tlie city 1
elebrate Mrs. John
jirthduy, and culled i
Vlrs. Flank Lamb
Visit Lucien K. Gr
second floor, 16 Schoo
h’ellows Block, City,
oats and Cloth Coal
jrices.

TO

The
The Place— T<

The Guests—Evert
in a Ret

'11

EV

New DeSoto

Mark off the

\

'•.v.y.'.
vMwfitwz/Z

No Mat

Choose the color ofupholstery you
like—l»eautiful broadcloth or pile

2c PEP

fabric. You also have a choice of

eight body colors. With

on

grain-fin
Use yot

ished instrument panel, clear-view
two-spoke steering w heel,DeSoto’s
the “Smartest Car in its Class”!

flave You Tried

F^LID DRIVE
/I

WITH

SUPREMIS
FLOOR VARNISH

In Boston Saturday, returning
home that night.
X-rays revealed that J. Carlton
Davis received four broken ribs
when struck last week by a piece
of timber while working at the
Sncw Shipyard in Rockland.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
meet Wednesday at the lronre of
Mrs. Nina Carrcll with Mrs.
Marion Richards as hostess.
Miss Fern Whitney is having a
two weeks' vacation from her
teaching duties at Livermore Falls,
which she is spending with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wiliam E.
Whitney.
Elmer C. St. Clair is confined
to his drome on Amesbury Hill by
illness.
Oliver P Ingraham is confined
to hs home in Rockland by ill
ness.
An invitation has been extended
to the local Baptist Church to at
tend a lecture at the Camden Bap
tLst Church tonight by Dr. Clara
Leach, a missionary in China.
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday night at the Methodist
parsonage with Mrs. F. Ernest
Snr.th as hostess.
One of the most interesting
meetings of the season was held
by the Twentieth Century Club
Friday afternoon at the home of
Miss Marion Weidnran, substitut
ing as hostess for Mrs. Mildred
Rhodes. Mrs. Gladys HeLstad was
reader, giving a highly entertain
ing review of the book "How
Green Was My Valley". The clos
ing meeting of the club year will
be held next Friday at the home
of Mrs. Fannie Thompson. In
place of a leading there will be a
display of old fashioned pictures
of the members, and this part of

Every-Other-Da

but
for THE DE LUXE coupe, delivered at Detroit. Federal
tales included. Transportation, elate and local taxes. If
•try, extra. De Soto Division of Chrysler Corporation,
Detroit, Mich. Pricet tubject to change without notice.

ust feel the luxury inside this ear! Relax on those
deep and comfortable bolster-type seats. Stretch out—
De Soto’s reay compartment is more spacious and gra

J

cious, roomier than that of any other car near its price!
Recessed armrests add even more arm room!

W ith its long wheelbase (121! 2 inches), smooth, power
ful engine (105h.p.), Stabilizers both front and rear, bal

You Don’t Have To Shift

Or Use The Clutch for
Normal Driving
*AVAIlABll ON ALL MODUS AT MOOIftAU
ADDITIONAL COST

ft

anced springing and aero-hydraulic shock absorbers...
DeSoto’s the car with the Miracle Ride!
With all this beauty, style, luxury—De Soto is amaz
ingly low-priced. Don’t fail to see your nearest De Soto

Dealer.. .and take a demonstration ride.
MAJOR BOWES’AMATEUR HOUR.C.B.S..THUHS..9 TO 1U P.M..E.S.T.

DC SOTO-PLYMOUTH DEALERS

MUNSEY AUTO SALES, 21 Limerock St., Rockland

Plan
i Patriot
IN and

|ery-Other-Day’
rill be followed by
siness meeting and
ters.
Jr.. returned Sunday
after spending the
h-s parents.
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Ifit ■ taxes.
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Mrs. Corwin H. Olds and family j McCLURE-ROBISHAW
A Novel Program
have moved from Beech street to
Miss Belva M Robishaw and
120 North Main street.
Serg. James H. McClure were mar
Scenes From “The Win
ried Sunday afternoon at St. Bern
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Decrow. Jr. ard's Church. Rev. Fr James F.
ter’s Tale” Broadcast
of Bar Harbor were guests Sunday Savage officiating. The bride is
Last Night—Mrs.
of Mrs. Decrow's parents Mr. and the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Her
Ellingwood Announcer
bert J Robishaw. and the groom
Mis. Richard Elliot cf Thcmas- Mrs. Louis Ccok.
Courier-Gazette Is always
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. George > Tlie Shakespeare Society met last
tcn will entertain the members of
to receive news items , the N.Y.A. advisory Committee in
Mrs. Lcuis Cook was hostess last H. McClure. Mr. McClure is sta night at the home of Mrs. A. J Bird
.al interest. Telephone
Kncx Hotel, Thomaston, Thursday n ght to T H E Club fcr cards and tioned at Fcrt Levett in Portland.; with 27 active members, five
,".ird Mazzeo (1397-W) or
j refreshments. Prizes in bridge were Folic wing the ce:emcny. a wedding
at 3 p. m.
to this office <770).
awarded to Mrs. Sherman Rokes dinner was served at the heme of alumnae, and two guests present.
This was an unusually interesting
Mrs. Helen Carlson will enter and Mrs. John M Richardson, Mrs. Mr and Mrs. Mi.ton Walker.
y i zarita Rose Rugg of Port- tain members of the Arts and I Rckes also receiving the travel
meeting with the members in cos
d u i weekend guest of her Craft* society Monday next, at 7.30 prize.
Mrs. Lewis Bowen and daughter tume presenting scenes from “The
,
Mrs. Leola Rase. Union p. m.
Ruth cf Isle au Haut are guests cf Winter's Tale ’ in form cf a radio
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary j Mr. and Mis. Lcuis Ccck. Beech
broadcast, given under the com
Mrs. Ruth Gurdy Bird goes this UJS.W.V., will meet Wednesday I street.
petent direction of Mrs. William
Howard G. Philbrook enter- week to Montclair. N. J., for a few night, supper to be served at 6
Ellingwocd. who acted as the radio
o'clock under the director of Mrs.
,vo tables cf cards at Mrs weeks.
(More Personals on Page Six)
announcer. Mrs. Nettie Frost was
Jessie Wall ar.di assistants Mrs.
r.w Fuller's today fcr dessert
stage manager and Miss Ellen Coch
Mrs. Ernest 3. Leavitt has re Ella Hyland: and Mrs. Olive
This is Mrs. Fuller's and
j
Mrs.
Carl
E.
Spear
(Sylvia
Laiti

ran
wardrobe mistress. The Misses
p.iilbrook’s Mothers Club in turned to Portland after spend-ng Haskell. As Past P.esidents nigh, and nen.) was given a suiprise shower Charlotte Cowan and Sandra Hal
i .ich Mr. Philbrcok has played a few days with her daughter, Mrs the 11th anniversary of the aux I Saturday night, at the home of Miss lowell w’ere pages and curtain at
Gecrge W Hamlin. Court street.
iliary’ will be celebrated, officers , Eleanor Spear, Rankin street. tendants, Mrs. Ellingwood so ex
(he Winter.
I
are asked to wear white. Please Many lovely gifts were received by pertly summarized the play between
Edward Hellier of West Concord. take p.izes.
g.
Sunday papers had this
' the honor guest, and refreshments the acts that there was no lapse of
Mass., and Miss Nancy Weeks of
,t..n
interest locally: “Mrs. Edwere served by Mrs. Leo Martel and time nor thread of the plot lost, al
B.rmingham, Mich , spent the week
The W.C.T.U. entertained a Mrs. Dcnald Crie. Guests present though only a few of the scenes were
. H W. wall and daughter Marend as guests of Mr. and Mrs. E J. group of young people Thursday
. , , smith College are spending
were Mr. and Mrs. Dcnald E Spear presented.
j Hellier, Talbot avenue.
evening at the Congregational and daughter Jeanne of Belfast,
.... r; -vtar season at Pinehurst,
Recordings from ‘ The Midsummer
K c for a bit of golfing.”
Merton
Haskell and Lucien vestry. Mrs. Mildred Scott Wash i Mr. and Mrs. A. E Ames and sons Night's Dream” opened the pro
Green, Jr., volunteer selectees in burn of Perry, director of Youth's Vernon and Eugene of Union, Mr. gram and Announcer Ellingwood in
Mi.- Margaret Rogers, a teacher the March draft, were home from Temperance Councils in the State and Mrs. Fred Fernald, Mr. and Mrs. , troduced her production as follows:
n tlie Bar Harbor schools, is Fort Devens, Mass, for the week was guest speaker, and held the Donald Crie, Mr. and Mrs. Nelson ! “The Pause That Refreshes’’ is
interested attenton of all present Carr, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Martell, on the air. Station RSS (Rockland
a week's vacation at her end.
as she talked of the Youths Temp Mr and Mrs. John Laitinen, Mrs. Shakespeare Society) is broad
junic. Spruce street.
erance
Councils. A youth move Eugene Spear. Willie Sallinen and casting its first Radio Shakespearean
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace M Little
H Nelson McDougall, with are on a vacation trip to Miami, ment. organized in all the States, Carl Spear.
drama, Ruth Ellingwood announc
Mr. Percy Roberts of New , Fla.
Canada and several ether coun
ing. The Society is one of the old
< n tlie city Friday to help
—
tries, rapidly growing in interest
Mrs Clarence Knowlton enter est in the State of Maine and has
late Mrs. John H. McLcon’s
Mrs. Nestor S Brown was hostess and members.
While affiliated tained Monday Niters last night at been giving Shakespearean plays for
i.a> and called on their aunt, Friday night at a benefit card with the W.C.T.U. as a junior or her home on Old County road, prizes
50 years. Fifty years ago scenes
l . ,uik Lamb.
party in Odd Fellows hall, with ganization, it promises to outrun for h gh scores going to Mrs. Arthur were given from this play and 34
these prizewinners in auction, Mrs. it in membership and local units. W. Bowley, Mrs. Mildred Aehorn, years ago this same play was given
Vi ’ Lucien K. Green & Son's | Dorothy Baxter, Mrs. Clara T. Cur- It holds its own State sectional Mrs. Austin Huntley and Mrs John
by tlie same Society at the home of
■. uiiil floor, 16 Sciiool street, Odd i tis, Mrs. Arlene Drinkwater, Miss conference, with Summer schools Mills, Mis. Raymond Small receiv Mrs. Dora Bird, where tonight takes
Lllow s Block, City, for Furs, Fur Ethel Holbrook. Bert Bachelder and of methods of encampments, and ing consolation and Mrs. Bowley tiie
place the first radio production of
p , n d Cloth Coats, at moderate i Mrs. Arthur W. Bowley, and in a national yearly assembly. Miss traveling prize. Mrs. Forest Hatch
“The Winter's Tale.” Our sponsors
Tiers
9-tf 1 "63” Allen V. Sawyer was high.
Martha Smythe Cooper, National will be hostess at next week's meet are the Coca-Cola Company of
director, has recently introduced a ing.
Rockland. Me. Act 1. scene 2, takes
new program, of study and' activi
place in the Palace of Loonies. The
ties which appeal; to the idealism
Benjamin Cowl Perry, son of Mr. famous radio stars cast in this scene
THE ANSWER
of youth and is being enthusiastic- and Mrs. Laurence Perry, was a are as follows: Leontes, King of
ly received. Y.T.C.’s are organized happy 5-year-old boy Thursday, Sicilia, Ethel Lovejoy; Hermione,
TO ALL WOMEN’S PRAYERS
among groups of Hgih School stu when he entertained his young Queen of Leontes. Dorothy Ludwick;
dents, college students and out friends at his Brewster street home. Polixines, King of Bohemia, Kath
It is the “----- 7------------ 7----- "
of school. Five new councils have Guests were Nancy Harmon and erine Derry'1 Camillo, a Lord of
It will be in Rockland!
been organized in Maine and other j mother Mrs. Gilbert Harmon of Sicilia, Edith Bird.
groups are ready to organize when (Camden, Donna Lee Edmands and j As the curtain fell on Act 1. scene
The Date—THURSDAY, APRIL 3
leaders for them can be procured. J mother, Mrs. Philip Edmands cf 2 of "The Winters Tale” Shake
The Hour—7.30 P. M.
Mrs. Washburn will be remembered ! Thomaston, Fcter Armata and Miss | spearean music was heard in the
The Place—TOWER ROOM, COMMUNITY BUILDING
by some as a popular Fifth Grade Virginia Accardi, Richard Britto distance and announcer Ellingwood
teacher at the McLain School, and and mother, Mrs. Walter Britto. | identified Station RSS and spoke
il.c Guests—Every Woman from Everywhere who is Interested
as leader of a Y P.B. group of Dorothy Green, Al ee Chaples and j again fcr “The Pause- That Re
in a Remarkable Boon to All Woman Kind
young people. In the Federated Flora Mae Manning of this city.' freshes.”
The Cost— NOTHING AT ALL
Garden Clubs site is known as di Easter decorations graced the
In the radio audience the an
rector of Junior Nature Clubs and luncheon table and a pretty birth nouncer recognized Mrs. Lou Duff,
EVERYBODY IS INVITED
is President of Washington County day cake was the center of attrac who 50 years ago played tht part of
Mark off the Evening of April 3 on Your Calendar
W.C.T.U. Refreshments were served tion. Benny received many nice Hermione fin the Shakespeare So
35-36
g.fts frem his young friends.
and a social time enjoyed.
ciety's presentation of “The Win
ter’s Tale.' She invited Mrs. Duff
to come to the microphone and
speck a few words to the radio

OCIET Y.

Wednesday-Thursday

audience.
Act 3, scene 3, takes place In a
room in Leontes Palace with the fol
lowing well known radio cast:
Leontes. Ethel Lovejoy; Antlgonus,
Lord of Sicilia. Eva Hellier; Serv
ant and Lord. EHlen Cochran; Paul
ina, Wife to Antigon us. Irene
Walker.
At the close of this scene, while
Shakespearean music was again
heard. Announcer Ellingwood said:
“When the Shakecpeare Society
Who is there left in parents who
read this play in 1924. Mrs, Eva Hel
lier, play ing the part of Antigouus give children the vital Spring
tonight, gave a paper on “Compari remedy of sulphur and molasses?
son of Hermione and Imogene wltn Away cut in Kansas it was just as
Upon being called to. much of Spring as "green grass
Desdemona
the microphone Mrs. Harriet Lev- 1 growing all around.”
ensaler, an alumnae, and one of the j
• • • •
Shakespeare Society’s outstanding j Yes, it was the late Elbert Hubactresses. responded with a humor- , bard who said that "Fear defeats
ous and effective speech.
' more people than any other thing
Act 3, scene 2, takes place in a■ in the world.” And was it not
Court of Justice where Hermione is Emerson who told the world how
brought to trial with the following to conquer this dreadful barrier?
excellent cast: Leontes, Ethel Love “To do the thing you fear and thus
joy; Hermione. Dorothy Ludwick; conquer.” And was not that the
Paulina. Irene Walker; Officer. Serv very thing that tne great Theodore
Roosevelt did to conquer his manyant and First Lord. Ellen Cochran.
As the curtain fell on this act An fears? Everyone has liis own pet
nouncer Ellingwood described the fears of one thing or another Life
gorgeous costumes of the cast to the would lose some of its spice if all
radio audience and again spoke for fears were allayed. It’s the great
the sponsors, the Coca-Cola Com quickener cf hope when people
pany and The Pause That Re strike out fear.
• * * •
freshes.”
Did you ever hear tlie expression.
Act 4, scene 3, takes pace on a
"Calm
as calamity?" Good one
road near the Shepherd’s cottage.
isn
’
t
it?
This is the most humorous scene in
♦ ♦ * *
the play and was extremely we.l
It's pretty difficult to keep one's
done by the following cast: Aumind
balanced with all this spend
tolycus, a rogue. Jane Beach; Tlie
ing
of
money, but if you can take
Clown. Gertrude Wooster.
in
these
figures without fainting, it
Immediately following this scene.
will
give
you some idea of wiiat is
Scene 4 of Act 4 was presented. This
_
going
on
in defense work- $21,000
scene is laid at the Shepherd's cot
stars tco a day is the amount now and
tage with the following radio
taking part: Florizel. Prince of Bo- > no one kncws ^at next,
hernia, Elizabeth Pomeroy; Perdita,
“Is the bass in?”
Daughter to Leontes and Hermione.
New office boy: "No, lie's gone
Vanessa Cowan; Polixines, Kath
out
for lunch.”
erine Derry; Camillo. Edith Bird.
"Will
lie be in after lunch?"
At the clc.se of this Act An
N.
O
B.: "No. Thats what he
nouncer Ellingwocd identified the
went
out
for.”
station R.S.3. and after speaking
fcr the sponsors, the Coca-Ccla
In Turkey the masculine fez has
Company of Rockland, Me., and
almost disappeared and wemen
"The Pause That Refreshes” she
seldom wear the veil. But women
said: “Your announcer wishes that
in every country now wear both
you of the radio audience night
fez and veil.
see as well as hear the fine per
• ♦ ♦ *
formance that is being put on by
The Japs in the Philippines con
the Radio Guild of the Shakespeare trol more than half the island’s
Society, of Rockland. Me.
output cf hemp.
Act five, scene three takes
• • • •
place in a chapel in PaulIt has been said that many
ina's house with the follow churches have thieves. The real
ing cast: Leontes, Ethel Lovejoy; thief in your church is indifference.
Polixines, Katherine Derry; Flori Indifference steals the congregation
zel, Elizabeth Pomercy; Perdita. and the Sabbath School. Indiffer
Vanessa Cowan; Camillo. Edith ence employs every modern method
Bird; Paulina, Irene Walker; Her to entice church members. Indif
mione. Dorothy Ludwick. As the ference is a big competitor.
final curtain fell announcer Ellingwcod said: "In behalf cf the spon
"Yesterday I fell over 50 feet.”
sors I inv te you to Paine fcr Rc“Much hurt?”
freshments’ ar.d also to tune in
“No, just walking through street
on the Coca-Cola Radio program car.”
which is heard over station W.E.E.I. I
every Sunday afternoon at 4.30 ! B I*35 been recorded that deo'clock.
Your announcer. Ruth 1 fective teeth are the main cause of
Ellingwood, saying good night for 1 dratt rejections. Watch your teeth,
Coca-Ccla and the Shakespeare ! young folks. They net d it and you
Society of Rockland, Me., station need them.
R.S3. signing off at 850.
A geed idea for some of the men's
At tha conclusion cf the play clubs would be to have Malcolm O
all present e: joyed "The Pause
Willis of tlie faculty cf Bangor High
Tliat Refreshes" while Coca-Cola, Schocl give a talk cn "Maine Mina g ft of the sponsors was served, j erals „ He 1$ flu authorlty on thls
The regular business meeting subject and has a fine collection of
followed.
The p es,cent. Mrs. the Maine preduets
Alice Jameson, appointed the fol
lowing
ncminating
ccmmittee:
In the 12tli century, churches and
Mis. Grace Lawrence, Mrs. Kath fertress were combined in Denmark
erine Deiry and Mis Ruth Albee. and they were usually built round.
• • • •
It was votedl to hole the Annual
Crocuses are ready to put cn their
Meeting and banquet at the Cop
per Kettle Wednesday. April 16. All fine di play in gardens South o,
alumnae are invited to this meet- Maine and seen residents on the
.ng. and everyone desiring to go fiozcn coast will be watching them
is requested' to let Mrs. Leu Emery , blossom,
or Miss Ellen Cochran know be- ■
Californ a replaces Texas as the
fore Thu.scay, April 10.
Mrs.
fifth most populous State in the
Dorinda Ccughlin, chairman cf
1940 census.
the program committee, requested
• • • •
that each person attending the
It is Ontario where Canada’s
banquet be prepared to represent chief supply cf gold is produced out
the cover of some book.
of the marvelous supply they find
Upon hearing the report cf the in that favored soil and reck.
• * • *
reading committee, given by Mrs.
Gertrude Wooster, the club voted
The Governoi’s wife made her
to read "Julius Caesar” and “Tlie maiden speech at the D A R. meetTaming cf the Shrew' the follow- ing in Bangor and captivated her
ing year.
audience. Mrs. Sewall said:
-----------------“I am not a member cf the DAR
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee visi- and I am not a very good speaker,
ted several days recently with Rep- but I love your principles.” respondresentative and Mrs. Harold Brag- ing graciously when called upon,
don In Augusta. After attend.ng She said that she prayed she would
a dinner party Thursday, they at- live long enough to contribute of
tended tbe last Legislative assent- her effort and time to Ma ne and
its glowing traditions. "My Gov
i bly.
ernor sends to you with me all his
good wishes,” she said and then she
urged her listeners to "think of
h m as trying to the best of his
ability to fulfill his inaugural
pledges in a fearless, forthright
We have just received a
shipment cf ‘ome very lovemanner, giving his best to Maine as
lv floral pictures. Small and
a whole."
inexpensive these silhou
• • • •
ette baskets of brightly col
California has developed a 14ored
Diamond
Flowers
pound grapefruit, so all one has to
make a very attractive gift
do for juice for the family break
for a friend and will bright
fast is order one.
en your own home. In tw»
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FITZGERALD
of "Doth Victory"
A

THOMAS

MITCHELL
With The Wind
of

JEFFREY
LYNN
of Ati Tfk, /nd Heortfi Too"
Writs

STEPHENSON
oi "the Letter”
Plus

• POWER FOR DEFENSE”
“FORBIDDEN PASSAGE”
(( rime Does Net Pay)

TODAY
“BACK STREET"
Chas. Beyer, Margaret Sullavan

Strand §.

■<1 at Detroit. Federal
ite and local tales, if
hrysler Corporation,
ant* without notice.

Week Days.
Sundays,

2.00, 6.30, 8.30
3.00, 6.30, 8J0

_

.smooth, powernt and rear, bal”k absorbers...

sixes—the 3'/2” frames are
50c a pair and the 4'j”
frames are S1.00 a pair.

>e Soto is ainaz-

earest De Soto

Come in and see them!

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP
371 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND. ME.
TEL. 318-W
For Quality Flowers At Reasonable Prices

Rockland

9

9

*
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Knox County Mourns the
Death of Popular Citizen,
Lonq Engaged In
Horse Business
Calvin I. Burrows passed away
Friday night at his residence on
Summer street after a brief illness.
He is survived by a daughter. MadeI ne B. Lawrence; a son. ex-County
Attorney Jerome C. Burrcws; a
g-andson. Edward M. Lawrence; and
great-grandson, Arthur Lawrence,
Tlie funeral, which was private, was
held Sunday afternoon at the home,
and interment was in Union.
Mr. Burrows was born in South
Thomaston May 23. 1861, son of
Jerome W and Sabra Carroll Bur
rows. and later lived in Camden and
Union. He was married Dec. 10,
1839. to Lola M Burton, whose par
ents operated the Burton House at
Union. The observance of their
golden wedding had been planned
for 1940 but Mrs. Burrows’ death in
July of that year prevented.
C. I. Burrows, as he was known
to everybody, was engaged in the
horse business for over 50 years. At
first he was associated with John
H. Paiker of Camden, who later
moved to Unionville, Mo. They
traveled all over the State receiving
carloads of horses from tlie West
which they sold at auction
Mr. Burrows later moved to Rock
land where he was located in the
Crockett stable on Lindsey street
for mere than 40 years. He esti
mated tliat during ht$ business
career he handled over 50.000 horses.
When the autcmcbile supplanted
the draft hor e lie retired from ac
tive selling but did not give up his
°®ce at Bie Crockett property. He
visited it daily and it became the
meeting place for old friends. The
late Gov. William T. Cobb made
regular calls and friends from nil
over Knox County were always
dropping in.
When the cld stable finally col
lapsed and had to be torn down,
Mr. Burrows rented a small garage
as near to the spot as possible,
moved his stove and chairs there
and continued to receive his friends.
He was able to visit the place within
six weeks of his death.
Mr. Burrcws w&s tit one time a
director and vice president of the
old North National Bank. Hr was
a staunch Republican and was al
ways interested in and worked for
the party but never sought office for
himself. He was a president of the
old Rockland City Club, a fore
runner of the Rotary Club. He was
a loyal member of the Congrega
tional Church which lie attended
faithfully until the last two or
three years of his life.
Familiarly known to liis friends
as "Cal," Mr. Burrows enjoyed a.
high degree of popularity through
out Knox County, and was widely
snown beyond its borders.
George Lannan and Mr. Howe of
Andover. Mass., were guests Sunday
of Mr. and Mrs. Fianz Simmons.
Dr. ar.d Mrs. E. W. Peaslee passed
he weekend at the Eastland Ho
tel in Portland. Dr. Peaslee at
tended the Spring cession cf the
executive crminittce cf the Maine
Dental Society.

HELP PREVENT
COLDS developing
THIS QUICK, At first sneeze, sniffle,

uxurtv wuav or nasal irritation, put
nanui wat a
Vicks Va-tro-

nol up each nostril. Its stimulating
action aids Nature's defenses against
the cold. Keep it handy. Use it early.

VICKS VA-TRO-NOL

R. O

LAM

Today and Wednesday
I

»WN ON THE RIO RO

MANCE BLAZES TOBASCO

i ., ■ THE CISCO KIP JUST 1
BLEW INI

Floral Pictures

Relax on those
nts. Stretch out—
>acious and grair near its price!
oom!

9TO10P.M., E.S.T.

9
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Calvin I. Burrows

“Bath tubs abound
In Amerikee
But compared with cars
They’re one to three.

Tlie reason why
Is plain to a dub;
Where can you go
In a porcelain tub?”

CESAR ROMERO
••“The Cisco Kid”.u
Patricia Morison • L>nne Robert*
Ricardo Cortex • Chrij-Pin Martin

EXTRA! EXTRA!
BOB HOPE in “SHOP TALK”
Also “Going Places," Latest News
iTeY
SPECIAL MATINEE
KIDS!
WEDNESDAY AT 4.0(1

The Central Maine

Every-Other-Day'
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Thirteen Unlucky? No Sir!

A Day In My Life
Being the Experience Of a
Knox County Girl Who
Sought Position In
Massachusetts

Revenues Increased Half a
Million Last Year—New
Undertakings
The annual report of Central
Maine Power Company shows oper
ating revenues of $7,8C«7,510, an in
crease of 1635.507 over the previous
year. Increased sales to domestic
and power customers were the
major factors in the revenue in
crease.

Net income for the year, before
preferred stock dividend--, was
$2,124,935, an increase cf $77,637
over 1939. Because of the increased
demand for power, it was necessary
to purchase more energy and spend
more money on steam generation.
Income tax rates were substantially
higher than in 1930. but because cf
credits made available through fi
nancing during the year, the actual
taxes estimated as payable were
substantially less. The reduction ,
in income tax by reason of the fi- I
r.ancing credit. $373,026. lias been
deducted frem income as accelera
tion of debt discount and expense,
and used to reduce unaincrtized
debt discount and expense. The
total taxes, had this credit not been
available, would have been $1,520.476, an increase of $273,334 over
1939
Miss Charlotte Cowan was hostess Saturday night at a party given in honor of her 13th birthday, at the
Interest expense Increased $64,684 home
of her parents, Mr and Mrs. II. C. Cowan. Refreshments featured ice cream made into various molds,
over 1939, reflecting costs attendant the automobile being the favorite. Forfeits were written on the place cards, the payment of which caused
upon plant expansion.
much merriment, and prizes were given in beano. The hostess received many lovely gifts. Front row, left to
Net expenditures fcr new con right: * Horatio Cowan, Jr., Walter Flint, Dennis Trask, Robert Achom and Vance Norton. Second row:
st: uctlon and rehabilitation of plant Corrine Smith, Emma Lou Peasley, Priscilla Clarke. Charlotte Cowan the hostess, Vittrice Ilayes, Beverly GlenEdna Sherman. Third row: Franklin Blaisdell. Albert Havener, Jack Hattcrson, Sandra Hallowell,
amounted in 1940 to approximately denning.
Sylvia ChristolTerson.
Photo by Cullen.
$3,598,000. The major items on
which expenditures totalled $2,618,C03 are as follows:
Fernald To Run
Completion of steam plant at J
Bucksport; third 34,000 horsepower j
Will Seek Gubernatorial
hydro-generating unit at Wyman
Nomination Third Time If
Station; initial expenditures on
Sewall Runs Against White
27,C00 horsepower steam plant at
Wills allowed: Helena B. Rcb- ceased, Laura E. Poland of Friend
Wiscasset; 110,000-vou transmission erts, late of Rockland, deceased, ship named admx.
Roy L. Fernald, twice a defeated
line, Detroit to Windsor; 33.OCOPetition for license to sell real candidate for the Republican nom
Gecrge W. Roberts of Rockland ap
volt line Oulf Island Station to
pointed exr.; Wayland A. Creamer, estate presented for notice: Estate ination for Governor, is going to
Bath; rural line extensions.
Sylvia E. Hooper, minor, of Rock
seek nomination a third time. This
Tlie balance of the expenditures late of Warren, deceased, Elia E.
land, presented by Ina M. Hooper,
- $980,000, was for normal rehabili Creamer of Warren appointed exx ;
announcement, made exclusivel.v to
guardian.
tation and construction expendi Fannie L. Spear, late of Rockland,
your correspondent, is contingent
Petition for confirmation of trus
tures necessary to insure service
tee presented for notice: Estate upon the attitude cf Gov. Sumner
deceased,
Alice
W.
Byrnes
of
Rock

and provide for increased loads.
Sewall who, he bel.eves, will not
Dudley F. Wolfe, late of Rockport,
Tiie report went on to say that land, appointed exx.; Nathaniel E.
follow party custom of asking for
deceased. Guaranty Trust Compaiiy i
during tlie year 220 miles of new Wellman, late of Camedn. deceased,
reelection but will be a candidate
cf New York, trustee.
distribution line were finished, Bessie E. Leach of Camden appoint
against Wallace H. White, Jr. for
br nging the service to over 1020 ed admx. c. t. a.; Willis Williams, | Accounts presented for notice: the United States Senatorial nom
late of Camden, deceased. Edward. Irvin* A Grant' late Of^ N°rth
new customers.
ination.
Williams
of Camden appointed exr.; Haven- deceased, first and final acIn December, work was started
“I wouldn’t think of running
at Wiscasset, which it is expected Loey S. Hagar, late fo Rockland.' count presented by Bessie L Grant against Go». Sewall if he wants a
cn a 27,003 horsepower steam plant deceased, Elizabeth S. Hagar of admx.; Alice J. Walter, late .of second term,’’ Ex-State Senator
will be completed by Jan. 1, 1942. Rockland appointed exx.; Florence Warren, deceased, first and final ac Fernald! confided, “but,” he hast
Twenty-three miles of 110.000-volt S Young, late of Jamaica Plain, count presented by Ernest J. Payson, ened to say, “I don't think he
transmission line extending from Mass, deceased, foreign will filed exr.; Marietta Stone, late of North wants the Governorship a second
U near >et to Windsor and eight and and allowed; Laura C. Littlefield, Haven, deceased, first and final trust term. I think he wants to go to
one-half miles of 33,000-volt trans late of Cushing, deceased, William account presented by E. Russell Washington.
If my deduction
mission line from Wiscasset to H. Rice of Newton Centre, Mass., Davis, tr.; William E. Brown, late proves true, the boys will find
of Rockland, deceased, first and
WcolwJch and the necessary sub appointed exr.
they'll have me to reckon with
stations are to be constructed to
Petitions for administration grant final account presented by Carrie again. I shall run on an econo
connect this plant with the trans- ed: Estates, Carrie A. Clark, late of B. Brown, exx.; Sarah E. Linden of my platform just as I have done
fnJssion system.
Washington, deceased, Jennie E. Rockland, first and final account before.
Construction is also under way Humes of Washington, admx.; John Presented by Grace L. Robbins,
The 39-year-old man. who claims
pn an additional 110,000-volt trans K. Dunn, late of Warren, deceased. cons.; Matti Johnson, late of Rockthe
academic distinction of hav
mission line from the Company’s Eva A. Dunn of Bath, admx.; Joseph port, deceased, first and final ac
ing
more
earned college degrees
Oulf Island Station to serve Cum A Greenlaw, late of Camden, de count presented by Alan L. Bird,
than
any
othe
living man or wo
berland County Power and Light ceased. Maurice W. Greenlaw of exr.
man in the world, with nine of
Company. These projects will give Franklin, Mass., admr.; Philip J.
them to his credit, has given some
additional insurance of sufficient Thomas, late of Rockland, deceased, Roving Reporter
Republican
leaders severe jolts in
energy for defense Industries now Rita B.
Thomas of Rockland,
the
past
and
it is probable he will
(Continued from Page One)
in operation or under construction admx ; Ada B Dalzell, late of Rock
continue
to
jolt
them if he con
n the Company's territory, and in land, deceased, Helen D. Perry of were hundreds of cars—many others
tinues
to
follow
his ambition of
adjacent teirltories, which are de Rockland, admx.
being inspired—as we had been—by
soma
day
serving
his adopted
pendent in part upon this Company
Petition for guardian granted: the sightseeing lure.
state as Governor. "I feel that I
lor their supply of electric energy. Sylvia E. Hooper, minor, of Rock
A sentry made It very plain that
am as well qualified to be Gover
land, Ina M. Hooper of Rockland strangers were not wanted around nor as the next man.” he said this
New Boslneaa and Bates
the shipyard, but vouchsafed the in
The report stated that it was the appointed gdn.
formation
that we could obtain an week. “All my life I have been a
Accounts
allowed:
Clara
G.
Cal

policy of the Company to encourage
student cf government. I have
third ac- excellent view of it from the high ideas and some day the people are
the increased use of electricity by derwood of Vinalhaven.
•
all classes of consumers. The Com count presented by Isaac G. Cal ground near the fort. I mentioned going to wake up to the fact that
pany's New Business Department derwood. gdn.; Rose Davis Harring casually that I came from the citv I'm net so radical as I may have
was responsible for sales totalling ton. of Rockland, first account pre where Snow’s Shipyard is located. seemed in expressing myself. Alter
5881,774 which included 9/0 ranges, sented by Alan L Bird, gdn.; Irving “I know' a young man who works all. I have served in both branches
1925 refrigerators and miscellaneous T. Stanley, late of Rockland, de there." he said, "Bill Keefe." Sorry,
cf the Legislature, was floor leader
electrical appliance* and equipment. ceased, first and final account pre now, I didn’t take the sentry’s name. of the Senate my last term there,
All of the domestic rate schedules sented by Alden A. Stanley, admr.; A Gigantic Industry
and my princ.pal thought is to
of the Ccmpany are arranged to Emma Lane, late of St. George, de
Tell you about the new South give to the people an honest and
provide for a reduction in cost to ceased, first and final account pre Portland shipyard? No. sir, not
efficient government at tlie lowest
the customer as use is increased sented by Joseph E. Hooper, admr.; from the confused impression I got.
possible cost.”
This feature saved the domestic William Partridge Burpee, late of
Combine the Snow shipyard, the old
At present, Mr. Fernald isn't so
customers $67,000 in the year 1940 Rockland, deceased, first and final shipyard last operated by Cobb,
busy with his next year's plans
bj- reason of decreased average cost account presented by Winnifred
Butler & Co., and the property be that he can’t find time to consid
per kilowatt hour as compared with Fales, exx.; Anders Anderson, late
tween and you would have the ap er an unusual trip, a jeumey to
1939.
of Rockland, deceased, first and
proximate frontage, but the new Alaska which he will begin short
final account presented by Annie E.
yard
extends far back from the ly after the adjournment of the
AutMcrlbe to The Courier-Gaxetta Anderson, admx.; John K. Dunn of
waterfront. Within the enclosure Legislature next month if present
Warren, first and final account pre
buildings have sprung up like mush plans a:e carried out.
sented by Eva A. Dunn of Bath,
rooms. but I could see no sign of
Whether the proposed trip will
gdn : E. J. Barter, late of Rockland,
building ways, and it remained for constitute an official mission of
deceased, fifth trust account pre
an obliging stranger to inform us any sort Fernald did not disclose,
sented by Homer E. Robinson,
that the new ships will be built although he intimated he would
YOUR VACATION trustee.
Petitions for probate of will pre below sea level, and not launched, have letters of introducion- from
sented for notice: Annie M. Merri but rather floated into the bay by a such well-kncwn persons as Sena
tor Brewster of Maine ar.d from
field. late of Rockland, deceased, system of locks.
Make your
I
heard it estimated that between E. Carl Moran of Rockland, for
Clarence H. Merrifield, of Rockland
entoymenl T
2500 and 4000 men would find em mer member cf the Maritime Com
complete slop
named exr.; JohnL. Thomas, late of
o' FI Comodofo
Rockland, deceased. Sadie L. Thomas ployment in this industry. It means mission.
Centrally located in
Miami
250 root,
The senior Maine Senator, who
of Rockland named exx.; Helen strenuous work to provide the neces
with combination tub
sary
housing
arrangements
for
this
admitted
to your correspondent at
Keep Hubbard, late of Middletown,
and shower bath Rates
great
army of workers, and it is the Republican state convention in
from $2 50 single and
Conn., deceased, E. Kent Hubbard
SI 00 double. Air-cool
scarcely necessary to add that near Portland last April that he was
of Middletown, Conn., and Otis L.
*1 co' :ee shop oiiers
excellent
Hubbard of Lake Forest, Illinois, by property and all rents within a planning to seek reelection, is al
named exrs.; Ellis H. Lawry, late broad radius have gone up in price so making ready for a contest, al
•‘Something of a military objec though It has been learned from
of Friendship, deceased, Josephine
tive
in case the Germans do come friends that White has not taken
Lawry of Friendship named exx.;
over."
I remarked to my stranger the possibility of Sewall’s candi
Elden M Cook, late of Friendship,
friend.
dacy too seriously to date.
deceased Orris C. Cook of Friend
“
You're
right!"
said
he,
“
and
I
The most plausible reason set
ship nan»d exr.; Clemeret Walden,
live
right
nearby.
”
forth
by Gov. Sewall’s friends for
late of Camden, deceased, Esther W.
Our
homeward
journey
was
via
the Senatorial candidacy in 1942
Simmons of Camden named exx.;
Brunswick and Gardiner with a visit is the fact that if he has ambi
Alfred
T.
Newhall,
late
of
Camden
Mgr.
deceased. Carrie F. Newhall of, at suPPer time
that P°Pular food tions in that direction he must
oasis
Stahl
’
s
Tavern
in Waldoboro declare himself for 1942 cr wait
Camden named exx.
(The
End)
four years more when Senator
Petitions for administration pre
Ralph O. Brewster, now beginning
scented for notice: Estates. Andrew
his first term in the upper
Darrow Schermerhorn. late cf PORT CLYDE
Union, deceased. Eda F. Law of
Fred Waldo spent Thursday with branch of Congress, will come up
Rockland named admx.; Isaac W. Mrs. Mary L. Waldo and Mrs. Har for re-electicn. and that will be a
Poland, late of Friendship, de- riet P. Whitney of Thomaston.
long wait for an ambitious man

PROBATE COURT NEWS

I've tried it. You've tried it.
We’ve all tried it. Now let's have
a friendly chat about it.
When you enter the office of
the employment manager do you
meet him with a smile, a frown,
cr do you wear an expression which
may suggest that you had just
met your own ghost?
Now lets pause fcr a moment
and gather ourselves together and
start out with a new day ahead
of us and let us make . resolution
No. 1 that we are going to enjoy
the day aheadi of us even though
they push us in a stuffy room and
make us wait for full two hours
before they will even talk to us.
This morning I dressed my best,
ate a good breakfast, and started
down the street with a cheery out
look on life. I walked up to my
first victim with the inquiry, “May
I put in an application fcr em
ployment? ’, and was told that the
employment manager was in the
other division of the concern and
as this office was located in another
section of the city, and I was de
termined to canvass this section,
I left my visit to him for another
day.
Tlie next place which I ventured
into was the beginning of my fill
ing out application blanks, taking
intelligence, typewriting, shorthand,
and various tests. I might add,
that this was also the beginning
of my staining my digits with inks
of every hue.
After stiving for nearly an hour
at the above mentioned firm. I was
told that my tests were above
average and w’ould be notified to
come fcr another interview. Ibis
encouraged me so I went merrily

like Gcv. Sewall. Furthermore,
Gov. Sewall suggested in his in
augural address a four year term
for Governors instead of two, and
if that proves to be the will or the
people and he should seek reelec
tion to the Governorship in 1942
and win. it wculd give him ar. un
precedented tenure in office of six
years.
—Arthur K. Purington in The
Boston Sunday Globe

on my way.
At the next place. T was not as
successful as thr mar. looked at
me t/iro'jgh da k riir.ned glasses
as Though to say. “Get yc out and.
bother me no longer." Thinking
that perhaps his wife had burned
the toast that morning I quickly
forgave and forgot his attitude
and with chin up entered the next
place of business. Here I wras
greeted by a maiden lady—one of
these who have no affairs of their
own except minding that of other
people—you knew, the type I mean
—there’s one in every ten. She
asked me this and she asked me
that until I was nearly exhausted
ircm trying to evgrie giving her
direct answers so I finally rebelled
and refused to answer at all. As
you have probably concluded, I
did not make an exact hit with
her so I traveled onward.
Ah. through the open door I
could see tlie face of a friendly
appear.ng elderly gentleman. Alas,
he frankly told me that he w'as
hiring no more girls. Upon ask
ing him what he had against hir
ing girls he said, "They are all too
pretty. I just get them broken in
when some young man walks in
and out walks the girl. F.cm now
on I hire men only."
At the next place I came in con
tact with a young man—who was
mere sociable than business. He
comes to Rockland. Me, in Sum
mer and could not understand w'hy
I should prefer some other city
to that dear little coast town.
Knowing that I would be unable
to talk business with him. as soon
as I saw my chance, I br6ke away
from the subject of the beauties
of Maine and was once more set
out to conquer.
The next gentleman inquired
the amount of my salaiy which I
had received at the place where I
had been employed formally. Gosh,
oh gee, I thought for sure that
he w'as “a gonna"; however, when
lie recovered to the speaking point
he replied that he never paid any
girl that much and stated an
amount which wculd barely pay
my room rent.
They tell us that “the worm
turns’' so it is with luck. It was
getting late in the day ar.d I was
no little discouraged when that
certain something which spurs us
cn took me into one more place of
business. I was ushered into the
manager’s office. The manager

With Our Soldiers
How They Are Faring At
Ft. McKinley As Told By
Our Staff Correspondent
Port Slocum. N. Y., March 19
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
As Pvt. Charles Simpson and I
were on the bus from Thomaston
to Portland, we met several fel
lows from Battery F. Even Harry
(newlywed) Smith was there. (And
we couldn’t get a cigar from him.)
The boys seemed glad to see uf
go. Tlie feeling was mutual, be
cause we owe Battery F a deot of
gratitude for whet they were able
to hammer into our thick skulls.
Upon our arrival in Portland we
went to the Army Recru.ting Sta
tion to get quarters for tlie night,
but alas, the office was closed, so
we went to the railroad station and
curled up on those hard wooden
benches and dozed.
At 8.30 Monday morning Simp
son. two other fellows and; I board
ed the Flying Yankee for a fast
ride to Boston. When we left
Portland it was quite warm and
raining. When we arrived in Bos
ton it was snowing.
We took a taxi across the city
to the South Station where we
boarded a train for New Haven.
It was a slow journey but very in
teresting.
At New Haven we changed trains,
this time for Stamford, Ccnn. This
trail ride was more interesting as
it was not as crowded', but what
little crowd there was. proved to
be members of the fair sex. Simp
son just to keep in practice used
his natural ability to impress them.
But his New England methods just
did not seem to go in Connecticut.
We had a wait in Stamford for
almost an hour and then took the
electric train for New Rochelle.
I always thought that the train
from Portlvri *o Rockland was

was a kindly man and asked me a
lew questions, and upon learning
that I was living at the home of
one of his best friends, he offered
me a position and stated a salary
which was much larger than that
which I had received before.
This evening I returned to my
room with the satisfaction of a
little brown bear who had just fin
ished licking the last drop from a
jug of honey.
iL. W.

slow — but that electric was the
most jerk-wp .e- train I ever rode
It stopped at every cross roads and
abcut 10 times in between
We finally reached New Rochelle
and took a tax: to "Neptune Land.,
ing’ the government dock on the
mainland. We waited around there
for the beat fcr abcut a half-hour
talking to the Mil.tary Police i m
P.) and other new men. Guess who
we found—Floyd Carver of Cam
den, someone from home!
After about a mile boat rice we
landed at the Fort Slocum deck
wheTe we were herded into a wait
ing room where we were mi t b\
an "authority crazy" rookie who
brought down overcoats for tin e
without them. He then took us
to the Recruit Reception Centre
where we were introduced to the
Post Regulations regal'd.ng rec:
and given a bed, towel, sheets,
toothbrush, shaving kit, and other
toilet articles. Oh yes, they ^ne
us cur supper And what do \ j
think it was? Beans!
We spent most of the follow;:.g
day getting cur physical exams
measuied and fitted to unifotns
and other equipment. Then we
were introduced to our new b;iracks. They certa'nly are swell
Yesterday, we spent the morn;;.;
taking the intelligent exams, in
the afternoon we scrubbed floe:
etc., getting ready for a genc.al
inspection; and then the General
didn't even lock us over.
If anyone wants to write to u
our address is: 2d Recruit Com
pany, Fort Slocum, New York
Stewart M. Pcllaid
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND. ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven. North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan'i
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notier.
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SIZE MEANS MOST COMFORT!
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The MAN with the
ORANGE “MEASURING STICK”
will show you that among leading

low-price cars Ford has
Greatest Total Seating

Greatest Front-Seat

Width

Headroom

★ Most Passenger Room
Biggest Inside Length

★ Longest Springbase

★ Greatest Knee-room
★

Widest Doors

Greatest Visibility

HEREVER room means comfort —
you'll find that Ford outmeasures the
“other two.” There’s more comfort in the
Ford’s broad seats, wider doors, greater
inside length ... in extra front-scat headroom and legroom. Larger windshield and
rear window give you a more comfortable—
and safer—view of the road.

W

And Ford has made riding more comfort
able—with a brand new engineering devel
opment—“SLOW-MOTION SPRINGS.”
“Jarring” and ’’jouncing” are now elimi
nated. You glide over bumps. These new
"Slow-Motion Springs” plus new stabilizer,
stiffer frame and improved shock absorbers
give the Ford a ride that’s completely newt

tu.*' H

f

See its new ROOMINESS. Try its great
RIDE. Discover the faster "getaway” with
the Ford’s POWERFUL V-H Economy En
gine. Then get our "deal” on your present
car. Come in—today!

NEW QUIETNESS YOU’LL ENJOY
S BIO CMANOIS bring new Quietneu <>(
Ride lo ihe low-price field. I. New
Sound Deadening throughout 2. New
Body Rigidity. 9. body Rubbe8lnsulat<d
completely from frame 4. lOO^t Suffer
Frame. >. C urved Disc Wheels to absorb
road rumbles.

BE WISE-BUY NOW! For the best Deal
in town see Your Local Ford Dealer
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WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.
ROCKLAND, MAINE, TELEPHONE 475
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WALDOBORO, MAINE
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